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Chapter I
Introduction

1. APPLICATION OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS

Experiments involving the use of Reiativistic Electron Beams

(REB's) take place at various laboratories. REB's are used for

a variety of applications. The application which led to the

development of pulsed power technology, required to produce

REB's, was the creation of short intense X-ray pulses. During

the first half of the seventies it was thought that intense

electron beams could be used to implode and heat pellets of

D-T fuel to fusion temperatures. At that time REB studies were

in full bloom. Parallel to pellet implosion studies also heat-

ing of moderately dense plasma's (n» 10 m ) received atten-

tion. The long time goal in this field is to build a linear

fusion reactor (Jurgens and Hopman, 1980) which will be ignited

by means of a REB injected along the axis. The experiment de-

scribed in this thesis can be looked at as a scale model of

the first three meters of such a reactor. This experiment is

named B.P II, i.e. beam plasma experiment II.

Other applications of REB's involve the creation of micro-

waves, the sustainment of current in tokamaks and the creation

of electron rings.

When a REB is used to produce microwaves, the presence of

plasma is a mere nuisance (Strelkov, 1981). However in a plas-

ma currents can exceed the vacuum limiting current (Bogdanko-

vich and Rukhadze, 1971). It is expected that these higher

currents will lead to higher levels of microwave radiation.

By injecting a REB into a plasma the group at the Lebedev

Institute in Moscow has reached microwave power levels of

25 MW (Voronkov et al,, 1981). With this group we have a fruit-

ful cooperation. Henri Rukhadze, Pavel Strelkov, Tolja
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Shkvarunets, Michael- Reizer and Vladimir Krementsov all made

contributions to our experiments. In the case of Vladimir

Krementsov this resulted in a copublication (Chapter V).

The equilibrium properties of a plasma in a tokamak device

are connected to the axial current flowing in the plasma. Peo-

ple investigate the possibility to generate an axial current

by means of a REB (Mohri et al., 1981; Bailey et al,, 1981).

Electron rings are formed by injecting a REB perpendicular

to a magnetic field. Once the ring is formed it can be moved

along the magnetic field by locally varying the magnetic field

strength. The magnetic field associated with the ring can sta-

bilize a plasma (Jayakumar et al., 1981). The ultimate goal

is to replace the electron ring by an ion ring and to compress

the confined plasma to fusion temperatures.

2. PLASMA HEATING BY A RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM

The experiment of Prono (1975) triggered a boom in this

field of research. Promising values of plasma pressures
19 3(1.5 x10 eV/cm ) were reached. Now, a decade later, beam

plasma interaction is back in the realm of fundamental physics.

It is in this line that we have tried to make a contribution.

When a REB is injected into a plasma, a return current is

induced according to Kirchhoffs second law. It depends on the

resistivity of the plasma whether the current will flow through

the plasma or through the walls of the chamber surrounding

the plasma. Nature is in favor of using the REB path for the

return current. This can be seen from the action principle

(Feynman, 1964) applied to the magnetic field associated both

with the REB and the return current. On passage of the beam

through a plasma waves are excited at the characteristic fre-

quency of the plasma, u = /(ne'/e m ) . For our experiment
11 -1 P

u) ~ 5 x 1011 s .

Heating of the plasma is achieved in two ways. First by

damping of the return current (Thode and Sudan, 1975) and se-

cond directly by Landau damping of hf waves, excited by the

REB on the tails of the electron energy distribution (Papado-

poulos, 1975; Thode, 1976). The return current is damped due
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to resistivity of the plasma. The hf wave turbulence causes

the resistivity to be larger than when it would be effected

by binary collisions only.

In the Amsterdam BP II experiment a 800 keV, 6 kA REB,

with a pulse length of (50-150) ns is employed. Other experi-

ments in which plasma heating by a REB is studied, are being

performed in Los Alamos, Prague and Novosibirsk.

With the Los Alamos experiment is associated Lester E. Thode,

who made a substantial contribution to the theory of REB-plasma

interaction. The Los Alamos experiment is different from BP II

in a number of respects; the current density is larger,
2 2

900 kA/cm versus 1 kA/cm in BP II, and the angular spread

of the REB is much smaller 20 x 10 compared to 0.35 rad for

the BP II experiment. In a small plasma volume (6 cm ) tempe-

ratures of 800 eV are reached (Sheffield, 1982).

In Prague plasma heating is studied by the group of &unka

(1981). The parameters of this experiment are similar to the

parameters of BP II. Here the energy deposition of the REB

is increased from about 3% typically to 30% by having the REB

make multiple passings through the plasma. This is effected

by reflecting the beam at a virtual cathode formed at the plas-

ma vacuum interface at the end of the plasma column.

An experiment which resembles our own is the experiment in

Novosibirsk (Arzhannikov, 1982). Beam- and plasma density,

strength of the magnetic field and the length of the experi-

ment are comparable to the BP II experiment. In this experi-

ment the maximum value for the electron temperature is 30 eV,

but high energy tails (1 keV) are observed.

3. SCOPE OF OUR WORK

This thesis describes measurements on the interaction of

a REB with an energy, E - 800 keV, a current Ifa = 6 kA and a

pulse duration T, ~100 ns with a plasma density of n =
19 i

= (1-10) x 10 m . The experimental set-up and various diag-

nostics are treated in Chapter II.

Chapter III is devoted to plasma diagnostics. This chapter

deals with spectroecopy. We performed calculations on the
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Balmer a and B line of hydrogen, i.e. the transition from the

level n = 3 to n = 2 and from n = 4 to n = 2 respectively.

In Chapter III the effect of static and dynamic electric

fields on the line shapes of H and HD is studied. The results

of this chapter are used in Chapter IV to determine the field

strength of hf waves excited by the REB.

As we indicated already in section 2, high frequency waves

contribute to plasma heating in two ways. First by direct dis-

sipation of the waves on the tails of the energy distribution

of the plasma electrons, second by generation of turbulence

which causes anomalous friction for the return current. There-

fore Chapter IV is devoted to the observation of high frequen-

cy waves in the experiment. Amplitudes of beam excited waves

were deduced from spectroscopy on the H„ line and a forbidden

transition in helium. The amplitude of the hf waves, measured

by spectroscopie means was of the order of 10 V/m. With a mag-

netic energy analyzer for beam electrons placed at the end of

the experiments effects caused by turbulence were observed.

It is shown that the hf waves condens to local density pertur-

bations with field strengths in the order of 10 v/m.

Now the grounds are set for the measurement of plasma heat-

ing. This topic is treated in Chapter V. We measured the heat-

ing of the plasma electrons by means of Thomson scattering.

The temperature of ions and neutrals was measured by means of

spectroscopy.

According to theory (Ferch and Sudan, 1975; Thode, 1976)

the heating of a plasma by means of a REB depends strongly on

the mean opening angle of the velocity vector of the beam elec-

trons. This effect has been measured indeed (Arzhannikov, 1978;

Greenspan, 1980). Therefore in Chapter V we present time re-

solved measurements of the angular distribution of the beam

electrons.

Under optimal conditions n =7« 10 m and ë = 20°, we
e g

reach an electron temperature of 100 eV (« 10 K ) . The ions

however stay moderately cold (T.̂  = 4 eV) . The temperature

of 100 eV is reached within 30 ns. At that time the .average

angle increases from 25° to 35°. From that moment on, accord-

ing to theory as well as measured in the present experiment
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the rate of plasma heating is strongly reduced.

From the angle scattering measured from that time on and

from a similar degree of scattering observed in shots under

conditions less favorable to plasma heating a fiel^ strength

for localized fields, responsible for this scattering, can be

deduced. This field strength is ~ 10 V/m, in agreement with

measurements with our magnetic energy analyzer.
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Chapter II
Experimental Arrangements

1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the technical aspects of the relativistic

electron beam-plasma experiment are reviewed. The experiment

consists of three parts:

a. The beam generator (II.2)

b. The interaction chamber with the electrodes for plasma

production (II.3)

c. The various diagnostics and the data acquisition and

recording system (II.4-10)

2. ELECTRON BEAM GENERATING SYSTEM

The apparatus described in this section is capable of gene-

rating a relativistic electron beam (REB) with an energy up

to eV. = 1 MeV, a current of IK = 6 kA and a time duration of

rb < 0.5 ps. This device was extensively treated by De Haan

(1961a). A REB is made by applying a high voltage pulse to a

field emission diode (Uglum et al., 1969; Parker and Anderson,

1971) . The high voltage is provided by a Marx generator which

is connected to the diode by a series damping resistor. A di-

vertor switch is used to shorten the length of the beam pulse.

It switches the output connection of the Marx generator to earth

at a preset time. The system is mounted inside an oil filled

tank with dimensions 2x1.5x2 m .

The diode consists essentially of a carbon spherical cathode

(diameter 2.5 cm) and an anode foil. We have used 18, 30 or

50 vra titanium and aluminized mylar foils. The distance between

anode and cathode is 2.0 cm.
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Thomson scotiering
SpectrogropMH.He line width.)

Ispectroqroph
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i H° attenuation
I A mm. wave propagation

cathode
pnodefgi

diamagnetic loops
angle analyzer
(movoble.now
at Z =250 cm)

20 40 150 250 400 cm

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experiment. The various diagnostics
are drawn at their correct position. Only the angle analyzer has
aldo been used at z-66 cm. In that case the interaction chamber
was shorted at that position and only one discharge electrode was
used.
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3. PLASMA CREATION AND INTERACTION CHAMBER

The electron beam is injected into a cylindrical interaction

chamber. At the end of the chamber the beam is stopped on a

carbon collector. A schematic diagram of the interaction cham-

ber is given in Fig. 1. The length of the chamber is 2.5 m and

the diameter is 12 cm. The conducting wall is made of stainless

steel, coated with silver. The wall of the chamber is slotted

along its length to provide vacuum pumping without disturbing

the flow of axial currents in the wall of the interaction cham-

ber. The interaction chamber is placed inside a vacuum vessel

with a diameter of 20 cm and a total length of 4 m. The vacuum

vessel is evacuated by oil diffusion pumps. The background pres-

sure in the chamber is- 1 * 10 Torr.

The electron beam is injected into the interaction chamber

through the anode foil. This foil provides a vacuum-tight sepa-

ration between the diode and the interaction chamber. The plas-

ma in the interaction chamber would shortcircuit the diode other-

wise.

There is an axial magnetic mirror field to confine the plasma

electrons. The field in the homogeneous part is 0.21 T, and

the mirror ratio is 1.5. The magnetic mirrors are positioned

at the anode foil and at the beam collector. Plasma is created

by striking a discharge, across the magnetic field, between

two annular-shaped electrodes and the wall of the interaction

chamber. The electrodes are placed 48 and 192 cm downstream

from the anode foil and consist each of a 6 cm diameter, 10 cm

long slotted stainless steel tube with sharp edges. Concentric

with each electrode is placed an alumina insulator. The diameter

of this insulator is 9 cm, its length is 20 cm. In Figs. 2 and

3 the construction of the electrodes is shown. The electrodes

have to be mounted inside the return current conductor. This

obvious requirement led to a construction in two parts. The

actual electrode and the alumina insulator, fixed with respect

to each other by an araldite sleeve, form one part. The mount-

ing on the vacuum vessel, also made from araldite, forms the

other part. The essence of the construction is to have no slits

parallel to the electric field. This is necessary in order to

avoid destruction of the araldite by electrons, which will form



Figs. 2+3. Mounting of the diacharge electrodes (74J inside the wall of tlte
interaction chamber (71). The essence of the construction is the
absence of alita parallel to the electric field, present when
the electrodes are fired. Those slits would enable the formation
of avalanches of electrons, which would destruct the araldite
mounting (65) and (69).
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an avalanche otherwise.

The plasma is created by the simultaneous discharge of two

6 uF condensors, charged up to 20 kV. The discharge current

is 20 kA and the duration of the discharge is 15 ps. The dis-

charge is almost critically damped by means of a 1 fl NaSO. re-

sistor. In case the electrodes will not fire, the capacitors

are discharged by means of a 300 il resistor parallel to the

vessel.

4. DIAGNOSTICS IN GENERAL, DATA HANDLING

Due to non sufficient reproducibility of gas discharges in

general, and of high powered pulse discharges especially, va-

rious measuring data are preferably gathered in one shot. To

have all diagnostics operative at the same time would be ideal,

but is difficult to realize, not only due to the price of data

recording equipment.

With three Tektronix R7912 transient digitizers, combined

with a multiplexing system constructed -.c FOM AMOLF, a twelve

channel recording system was realized. Many of our diagnostic

systems have a multichannel character (e.g. spectroscopy is

a ten channel system). Our twelve channel data recording sys-

tem enables us to gain information with one type of diagnostics

in one shot. Usually there are some channels left for monitor-

ing interaction conditions. This is done by measurement of the

voltage pulse over the diode, the net current in the plasma,

or the signal induced in a diamagnetic loop.

The transient digitizers are used with the full time scale

set at 1 us. With the use of a multiplexing system (De Haan,

1981a) and various signal delay lines we can apply four 250

ns channels per digitizer. The time resolution of the digitizer

and multiplexer is 3 ns. Beam pulses usually range from 50 to

200 ns, so in most cases a full time scale per channel of 250

ns is sufficient.

The multiplexer and transient digitizers can be triggered

either by a signal from the experiment (e.g. the V-pulse over

the diode) or by hardware dejay units. The second option is

used in case of Thomson scattering measurements. In Fig. 4 the
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750 ns

t

MULTI-
PLEXER

DIGITIZER

50 fi

Ch.4 Ch.3 Ch.2 Ch.1

Fig. 4. Principle of multiplexing four signals to one recording apparatus
by using delay cables and a four channel multiplexer.

è ©Mt)

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the neutral beam attenuation set up.
With the monoplasmatron ion source (1), the einzellenses (2) and
(4) and the deflection plates (3) and (5) a proton beam with an
energy of 7 keV is produced. In the neutralizer (6), filled with
«2 gas, the beam is neutralized. Through the drift space (7) the
B° beam enters the interaction chamber (8). The part of the H° beam
that crosses the interaction chamber passes through drift space
(9) into stripcel (10). Here the H° beam is charged to K+. Finally
by a 90° analyzer (11) the H+ beam is guided to the channeltron
(12). The 90° analyzer is for optical shielding of the channeltron
from the interaction chamber.
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principle of one multiplexer and transient digitizer unit is

sketched.

5. TARGET PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

The density of the target plasma is investigated by deter-

mination of:

a) the cut off for 4 and 8 mm microwaves,

b) the attenuation of a neutral hydrogen beam.

These diagnostic methods have been used to analyze the plasma

during injection of the REB.

Prior to injection of the REB in the plasma, we investigated

the plasma temperature and density with Langmuir probes.

Attenuation of a neutral hydrogen beam

A neutral beam can pass a magnetic field without deflection.

When a particle in this neutral beam gets charged by means of

charge exchange with an ion present in the plasma it is trapped

in the magnetic field. Therefore the ratio of transmitted and

incident beam intensity is a measure for the plasma density

in the magnetic field. In this experiment the above mentioned

principle was used, applying

I = I O e*p<-n±ochxl>f

with I the incident intensity, n. the ion density, o . the

charge exchange cross section, i the path length through the

plasma.

With a monoplasmatron ion source plus acceleration system

a 7 keV, 500 uA H beam was created. After neutralization in

a gas cell, this beam was passed through the interaction cham-

ber 138 cm downstream from the anode foil. The attenuated neu-

tral beam then is charged again by sending it through a gas

filled stripping cell, and detected by means of a channeltron.

As filling for the stripping cell we used hydrogen gas at a

pressure of 5 x 10~ Torr. The principle of the H° attenuation

set up is presented in Fig. 5.
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Microwave cut off

Microwaves can only propagate through a plasma when the plas-

ma density is below the cut off density. Above the density the

conductivity of the plasma is too high. Cut off happens if the

plasma frequency equals the angular frequency of the microwaves.

The plasma frequency is:

/»?
(0 - / #

Pe E m

with ng the electron density, e the elementary charge, eQ the

dielectric constant of vacuum, nr the electron mass. The cut
1 9 - 3off density for 4 mm microwaves is n =7*10 m , and for

1 9 - 38 mm microwaves n = 2 x 10 m

The microwave set up is used to determine the time of no

transmission of microwaves through the plasma. It is placed per-

pendicular to the H° attenuation set up at 138 cm downstream

from the anode foil.

Lanqmuir probes

Probes were used to determine the plasma profile as a func-

tion of the radius. This measurement was performed at several

axial positions. During these measurements only one annular

ignition electrode was fired. The plasma profile was bell shaped

with a Full Width Half Hight of 6 cm. When only one electrode

was fired the density decreased a factor of three, when the

probe was moved from 26 to 98 cm away from the center of the

annular ignition electrode.

6. STANDARD DIAGNOSTICS

Roqowski coil

The beam current, originating from the accelerator, induces

a return current in the plasma. The magnitude and time behaviour

of this return current depends on the conductivity of the plas-

ma. The net current in the plasma, i.e. the beam current minus

the return current, has an associated azimuthal magnetic field.



The Rogowski coil is a long slender solenoid with its axis bent

around the plasma column. This coil detects changes in the azi-

muthal magnetic field. The net current in the plasma is propor-

tional to the azimuthal magnetic field. Therefore the Rogowski

coil has been made self integrating by a resistor, parallel to

the coil.

The Rogowski coil is placed in a niche 11 cm downstream from

the anode foil.

Diamaqnetic loops

Thanks to their simplicity in construction diamagnetic loops

have a long standing record in plasma research. Diamagnetic

loops measure the perpendicular energy, E , in the plasma inte-

grated over the radius.

E=n,kT. + n kT + n kT.1 b b. e e. i i^

with n, , n , n. the beam, electron and ion density, k Boltzman's

constant and T, , T , T. the beam, electron and ion perpendi-

cular temperature. The possible anisotropy in the temperatures

is caused by the external magnetic field. In our experiment

diamagnetic loops were used to make an initial survey of para-

meter space, and to find connection with simular experiments.

The signal on one or more turns of copper wire surrounding

the plasma is explained by an outward flux of magnetic field

lines, due to an increase in plasma temperature. However the

plasma is compressed by the magnetic pressure B,/2y , associated

with the net current in the plasma. B, = \i I /2Tia, with a the
c <j> o net '

radius of the electron beam. Of course also contributions by

the REB will be observed. First of all there is the electro-

static contribution. Moreover the helical motion of the beam

electrons, creates an associated B magnetic field, which is

also detected by a coil surrounding the plasma.

In our experiment we use diamagnetic loops, consisting of

two turns of 0.6 mm copper wire, surrounding the plasma and

placed in niches in the return current conductor at z= 10, 93

and 198 cm. We use loops with only two windings to obtain a

time resolution of 10 ns. As can be seen in Fig. 6 the; signal



Fig. 6. Diamagnetic loop. The diamagnetic loop surrounds the plasma. The
integrated signal of the diamarmetic loop is a measure for the per-
pendicular energy in the plasma. The loop consists of two turns of
0.6 mm copper wire. By means of a transformer the signals on the
two loops are subtracted. In this way electrostatic contributions
are eliminated.

on the two windings i s subtracted by means of a transformer.

Since the two windings are oriented counterwise we avoid elec-

trostatic contributions.

Diamagnetic loops measure a change in a magnetic field, AB.

To obtain the total change in the B2 field the output signal

of the diamagnetic loops has to be integrated. For this pur-

pose we use a passive integrator with an integration time of

4.3 MS. The expression for the plasma plus beam perpendicular

energy is

nKT + nkT + nkT - **'** ^ o ^ e t
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(Piekaar, 1972; Smith, 1972). This expression holds for a homo-

genuous beam and plasma column with radius a, if AB << B Q and

the wall radius much larger than the beam radius. Striffler

and Kapatenakos (1974) showed the signal on the diamagnetic

loops to be an outward travelling wave. The signal caused by

the REB will be deformed due to coupling with the plasma. In

our experiment the density of the plasma decreases an order

of magnitude from the center of the column to the wall. The

signal travels through the plasma at the Alfven speed

B

which is density dependent. This complicates interpretation

of diamagnetic loop signals.

7. THOMSON SCATTERING

Introduction

In plasma experiments, which are operated at timescales short

compared to the electron-ion collision time it is common use

to speak of electron temperature and ion temperature although

actual temperature requires an equilibrium situation in a ther-

modynamically closed system. The temperatures of the various

constituents of the plasma are very important in this experi-

ment. We have, used Thomson scattering to measure the tempera-

ture of the electrons in the plasma.

Thomson scattering is the scattering of monochromatic light

by free electrons. The Doppler shift or broadening of the scat-

tered light contains information on the velocity distribution

of the electrons. The total intensity of the scattered spectrum

signal is proportional to the electron density.

Restrictions on the applicability of Thomson scattering

The cross section for Thomson scattering, o_, is

o T=f r2 = 6.6x10-
29 m2.
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with rQ the classical radius of the electron (Sheffield, 1975).

Owing to the smallness of the cross section for Thomson scatter-

ing all electrons in the scatter volume are irradiated with

the same intensity. The scattered signal is therefore propor-

tional to the number of electrons in the scatter volume,

with n e the electron density and SL the length of the scatter

volume, parallel to the laser beam. This means that for a den-
19 —3

sity o f n = 7 x 10 m and a length of the scatter volume of

1 cm out of every 10 incoming photons only 1 is scattered.

To obtain a measurable signal, the input power must be high.

In this experiment we used a 10 J, 20 ns, i.e. 500 MM, Ruby

laser.

To obtain information from the individual electrons the scat-

tering wavelength must be small compared to the Debye length

X_. The scattering wavelength X depends on the scattering

angle 6,

X.
X = •

2 sin <§)

with X^ the wavelength of the incident laser beam. Thus
i

-4 -3 i !
. 1.08x10 X. (cm) r n (cm )

(Sheffield, 1975). Por our experiment with X±=6943 &,

n e = 10
1 4 cm"3, T e= 10

which is satisfactory

10 1 4 cm"3, T e= 100 eV and e = 90°, we find a = 1 x io"
2,

Experimental realization of the equipment for Thomson

scattering

The equipment for Thomson scattering consists of five

parts:

- The laser, to produce the primary beam of light.

- The light input optics, to transport the light from the

laser to the scatter volume.
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Fig. 7. Thomson scattering set up. 1, Ruby Laser;
3, Light return path; 4, Honochromator; 5,
The optical elements in this set up are:

A - Ruby laser L -
A2,A3 - HeNe laser M -

B - Pockels cell H -
C - Btibg oscillator crystal O,P,Q -
D - Telescope
B - Ruby amplifier B -
F - Dielectric mirrors S -
6 - Diafragm-^' T -
H - Input lens U -

(monochromatic coating) V -
I - Pinhole
J - Input lens

(monochromatic coating) ft -
K - Baffles

2, Light input system;
, Detector.

- Scatter volume
- View clump
• Beam clump
• Achromatic lenses
(broadband coating)

• Inlet slit
• Aluminized mirrors
• Grating
• Fiber array
• Fiber bundle (only OI>-J
out of ten has been
drawn)
Photomultiplier
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- The detection optics, to guide the scattered light from

the scatter volume to the monochromator.

- The monochromator, to disperse the scattered light into

its spectrum.

- The detector, to record the scattered spectrum, preferably

in one shot.

In the next five paragraphs these parts will be treated subse-

quently.

The laser

The laser, made by JK Laie.i&, is capable of producing a light

pulse with a maximum energy content of 10 J. The pulse length

of this laser is 20 ns. The light has the characteristic Ruby

wavelength of 6943 X and is horizontally polarized. By the use

of flat mirrors in the oscillator cavity the divergence of the

laser beam is as little as 1 mrad. The divergence is defined

as the total angle of the cone in which 90% of the laser energy

is delivered. For the purpose of alignment a HetJe laser is mount-

ed on the Ruby laser. This alignment laser can be manoeuvred

in a position, that its beam is coaxial with that of the Ruby

laser.

The light input optics

The light input optical system, see Fig. 7, consists of two

mirrors (F1,F2), two lenses (H,J), a pinhole (II) and an en-

trance diafragm (G). The mirrors are so called A/4 mirrors,

and consist of multiple layers of coating on a glass substrate.

The mirrors are necessary for the positioning of the laser beam.

With the diafragm (G) the diameter of the laser beam can be

set. The first lens (H) focusses the laser beam at the pinhole

(11). When a laser beam is focussed, the diameter of the waist,

W is determined by the focal length of the focussing lens f

and the divergence a of laser.

W= f • a

In the focal spot the most outward rays, are those which had

initially the largest divergence. Therefore a pinhole acts as

a limiter for the divergence. In our experiment the focal length
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of the first input lens was 600 nun and the diameter of the pin-

hole was 0.6 mm. Only rays with an initial divergence less or

equal to 1 rarad could pass the pinhole. The second lens (J)

depicted the pinhole on the axis of the interaction chamber.

From lens (H) onwards the input path is in rough vacuum (1 Torr),

to avoid breakdown of the air due to the focussed high inten-

sity laser beam. The lenses (H) and (J) have an antireflex coat-

ing for Ruby laser light. These lenses were tilted slightly

with respect to the laser beam to avoid spurious reflexions.

The second lens (J) provides the vacuum separation between the

laser input system and the interaction chamber. Since only one

in every 10 photons is scattered by the plasma electrons, it

is of extreme importance, that not the slightest fraction of

the laser beam comes near the wall of the interaction chamber.

The intensity of light scattered from the chamber wall will

easily surmount the intensity of light scattered from the plas-

ma. For this reason a number of input baffles (K1) are placed

between the second input lens (J) and the interaction chamber.

Moreover it is absolutely necessary to absorb the main part

of the beam, which is not scattered in the plasma. This was

done by a blue or green glass beam dump. We used Corning CS-4-72

respectively Schott BG18 glass. The choice of dump material

made no difference on the observed background of stray light.

The surface of the beam dump made an angle of 57° with the di-

rection of the laser beam. This angle is called Brewster's

angle. For polarization parallel to the plane of incidence,

for an angle of incidence, called Brewster's angle <x_. there

is no reflected wave.

aB = tan~1 ,31, ,

with n' the index of refractivity of the glass of the beam dump

and n= 1 (Jackson, 1962).

The detection optics

The detection optics serves to image the scatter volume

in the interaction chamber onto the inlet slit of the monochro-

mator. The choice of the optical elements which are used is
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deduced from the following considerations:

1) Near the plasma a system with large acceptance angle is

needed, to collect as much light as possible. In terms

of optics this translates into a lens with a large rela-

tive aperture. The relative aperture of the first lens

(O) is f/4.5, this means that the distance from the scat-

ter volume to this lens, divided by the diameter of the

lens, is 4.5.

2) Because of shielding requirements of the fibers and photo-

multipliers, the monothromator had to be placed 2 metres

away behind a concrete wall. Therefore the main part of

the optical system had a small relative aperture of f/9

which reduced the number and size of lenses needed in

this part of the optical system.

3) The height of the scatter volume should be small compared

to the diameter of the REB (3 cm).

In well designed optical systems the product of relative

aperture times height of the image is constant. We used a mono-

chromator with a relative aperture of f/9 and an inlet slit

with a height of 2 cm. At the plasma the relative aperture was

f/4.5 and the height of the scatter volume was 1 cm. The lenses

(O,P,Q) imaged the scatter volume on the inlet slit of the mo-

nochromator. These three lenses had an antireflex coating for

wavelengths, between 4000 and 7200 &. Moreover four mirrors

(S) were used for alignment.

The monochromator

The monochromator is a McPherson model 2051, with a focal

length of 1 m. The relative aperture is f/9, which means that

the tangent of the acceptance angle is 1/9. The maximum slit

height is 2 cm. The dispersing element is a 10x10 cm grating

with 600 grooves/mm. The dispersion of this instrument is

16.6 A/nn. Due to the single shot character both of the REB

generator and the Ruby laser, we could not record a spectrum

by a single photomultiplier behind the outlet slit. Scanning

was not possible within the pulse time. Therefore the outlet

slit has been replaced by an array of plastic fibers. The fi-

bers were Crofon fibers made by Dupont Nemour and had a core
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diameter of 998 ym and a cladding of 1 urn. Out of these fibers

10 channels were constructed, each channel two fibers wide and

20 fibers high. On the other side, facing a photomultiplier,

each channel was grouped into a packet 4 fibers wide and 10

fibers high.

The detector

The main part of the detector was formed by ten GaAs photo-

multipliers (RCA C 31034). These multipliers have been select-

ed because of their high sensitivity for red light. The photo-

cathodes of *:he multipliers were illuminated by the bundles

of fibers. To get proper illumination a lens system with a wide

acceptance angle was placed in between the outlet of a fiber

and the corresponding multiplier. Since the measurement had

to be done in 20 ns the electronics after the multiplier had

a low impedance (50 Q). Each multiplier was followed by an am-

plifier which amplified ten times. Those amplifiers were built

close to the multipliers, in the same copper housing. The ten

housings were grouped together inside a mu-metal box, which

was surrounded by a copper box, and that in its turn was sur-

rounded by a lead box. The copper and mu metal boxes had each

a wall of 1 mm thickness and were for shielding against elec-

tric and magnetic stray fields. The lead box had a thickness

of 1 cm and served for shielding against X-rays.

Alignment

The alignment was done with two HeNe lasers. One laser tube

was fixed coaxially with the Ruby laser beam on its housing.

The second laser tube was fixed under the beam dump, coaxially

with the desired Ruby laser path through the experiment. The

alignment procedure will be described in short. The essence

is that if a laser beam passes through two pinholes, after these

pinholes its path is totally determined. The housing of the

optical path between the scatter volume and the beam dump was

taken out of the experiment. Then on a table two pinholes (12,

13) were mounted half a meter apart and coaxial with the de-

sired light path, below the beam dump. The pinholes and the
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tube between scatter volume and beam dump are now mounted onto

the experiment. For the duration of the alignment procedure

the beam dump was omitted. A HeNe laser (A2) was steered through

the two pinholes. Then this HeNe laser beam determined the de-

sired light path in the vertical part of the Thomson scatter-

ing set up. Lens (J) and top minor (F1) are positioned so that

they are both hit by the laser beam from HeNe (A2) in the middle.

The alignment of the vertical part of the Thomson scattering

set up now is done.

For alignment of the horizontal part of the light input sys-

tem pinhole (11) was removed, and the diafragm (G) was diminish-

ed to a hole of 1 mm. With the top mirror (F1) the HeNe beam

was steered through diafragm (G). Transmission was detected

on a sheet of paper placed between (G) and (F2). Lens (H) was

placed so that it intercepted the HeNe beam in the middle. Then

the pinhole (11) was placed in position in such a way that it

did not obstruct the HeNe beam. The light path through the Thom-

son scattering set up now was totally determined.

On the Ruby laser (A), was mounted a HeNe alignment laser

(A3).coaxial with the Ruby laser. The final alignment was done

by means of mirror (F2). The beam from HeNe (A3) was manoeuvred

through the almost closed diafragm (G) and pinhole (I). Then

the light paths of HeNe (A2) and (A3) were the same, and the

laser set up was aligned.

The collection optics between the interaction chamber and

the monochromator was aligned by means of a sandblasted stain-

less steel lever. This lever could be manipulated into the scat-

ter volume, where it intercepted the laser beam of HeNe (A3)

(see Fig. 8). With the lenses (O,P,Q) and the four mirrors (S)

in Fig. 7 the illuminated lever was depicted on the inlet slit

of the monochromator.

After removal of the lever out of the laser beam and instal-

ment of the beam dump the Thomson scattering system was ready

to be used.

Determination of the sensitivity of the photomultipliers

Different photomultipliers have different sensitivities.
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Fig. 8. Stainless steel lever, which can be positioned in the HeNe beam
in order to align the return optics in the Thomson scattering set
up. After the alignment is completed the lever is turned to the
wall and shifted out of the laser path.

outlet slit achromatic lens 10 fiber array

Fig. 9. Top view of the imaging lens between outlet slit of the monochro-
mator and the fiber array, as used in the spectroscopy set up.
The dimension perpendicular to the axis has been exaggerated.



Moreover the sensitivity of each multiplier varies from day

to day. We therefore checked the sensitivity of the photomul-

tipliers before and after doing measurements. For this purpose

a red Light Emitting Diode (LED) was placed inside the mono-

chromator. Through a diffusor it illuminated the fiber array.

When we did not fire the laser but applied a voltage pulse to

the LED all multipliers were equally illuminated, and we knew

their relative sensitivities.

A drawback of this method was that all multipliers "saw"

the same spectrum, whereas in an actual measurement each photo-

multiplier saw its own wavelength interval. For this effect

we had to correct. The measurement to obtain the sensitivity

as a function of the wavelength was done once. We placed a ca-

librated tungsten ribbon lamp at the position of lens (P) in

Fig. 7 and varied the wavelength setting of the monochromator.

8. SPECTROÜCOPY

Introduction

The spectroscopy set up is used to measure line profiles

of hydrogen and helium lines. The Balmer-a line (n=3, n=2) of

the hydrogen spectrum gives information about the temperature

of the neutral hydrogen atoms. The profile of H-B (n=4, n=2)

is sensitive to the temperature of the hydrogen atoms, the ion

density, and the amplitude and frequency of high frequency elec-

tric fields in the plasma. When we know the temperature from

H-a measurements, then by comparing the H-B line shape during

and after the REB pulse we can make an estimate of the hf fields

in the plasma.

Spectroscopy on the Hell 4686 A line, in case the REB is

fired into a helium plasma gives an upper limit for the tem-

perature of the He ions. The ratio of the intensities of the

Hel lines at 6632 A and 5016 A gives directly the amplitude

of the high frequency fields (Kawasaki et al., 1982).

Experimental set up

Spectroscopie observations were done at z= 17 cm and z= 122
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cm downstream from the anode foil (Fig. 1). At z= 122 cm the

light path between interaction chamber and monochromator was

the same as the one used for Thomson scattering (Fig. 7). At

2=17 cm the relative aperture of the optical system was f/9

all the way from the interaction chamber to the monochromator,

whereas at z= 122 cm the relative aperture was f/4.5 at the

interaction vessel. In the spectroscopy set up the 2051 McPher-

son 1 m monochromator was used with a grating of 1800 grooves/mm.

To measure a line profile in one shot we used a ten channel

system with the same photomultipliers as in the Thomson scat-

tering set up but a different fiber array. Since the width of

the spectral lines was of the order of 1 A, whereas the scat-

tered spectrum in case of Thomson scattering had a width in

the order of 100 A, we used a fiber array constructed of fibers

with a width of 40 urn contrary to 1 mm in the case of Thomson

scattering. This very special array was constructed in the FOM-

Institute in Jutphaas. It consists of 10 channels, formed by

fibers with a 40 pm core and a 10 ym cladding. Each channel

is 1 fiber wide and 350 fibers high. Different from the solu-

tion in the case of Thomson scattering this fiber packet was

not placed at the outlet slit. Actually the spectrum at the

outlet slit was imaged on the fiber array by means of a lens

(Fig. 9). We used an achromatic lens because of its better ima-

ging properties in comparison with a single lens. By means of

this lens the resolution of the spectoscopy set up could be

varied between 0.23 and 0.7 k.

Alignment

The alic;.iment of the lens between the outlet slit of the

monochromator and the fibers, as well as the orientation of

the fibers with respect to the outlet slit was very critical.

To align these elements a neon lamp was placed inside the in-

teraction chamber. The width of the lines of this lamp was of

the order of 10" A. In all settings of the imaging lens, the

width of the recorded spectrum of this lamp is totally deter-

mined by the width of the inlet slit of the monochromator and

the width of the fibers.
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The actual alignment was done as follows: One of the glass-

fibers was connected to a phototransistor of which the output

was recorded on an x-t recorder. Then the monochromator was

scanned electrically over a neon line. Flaws in the alignment

were clearly visible in undue broadening or deformation of the

spectral line. The settings then were adjusted until a good

profile was obtained.

9. ANALYZER FOR THE ANGULAR SPREAD OF THE REB

The device, shown in Fig. 10 is aligned along the magnetic

axis of the plasma chamber. The beam electrons enter the ana-

lyzer through a small hole at the left hand side and are col-

lected on the circular electrodes 1 to 4. The four collectors

cover the angular ranges 60.4° - 54.7°, 54.7°-37.0°, 37.0°-19.2°

and 19.2° - 0° respectively.

The collectors (a) are made of 1 mm thick copper. They sre

separated from each other by two layers of paper, impregnated

with Araldite (b). Crosstalk between adjacent electrodes was

to scope '_ Lrf.?£mm_

5mm

Fig. 10. The analyzer for the angular spread of the REB. The number are
referred to in the text.
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suppressed by a grounded copper foil in between those two layers

of paper. The package of collectors, insulation sheets and cop-

per foils was glued and pressed together before fabricating the

cone of four collectors. All the copper foils are directly con-

nected to the 3.0 cm long grounded copper cylinder (h), in which

the device is mounted. The collectors are connected to connec-

tors at the backplate of the container by short copper wires.

Fig. 10 furthermore shows a stainless steel flange (c), per-

tinax insulation between flange and collectors (d), a tantalum

plate (f), sufficiently thick (1 mm) to stop all beam electrons,

and a graphite plate (g), serving as the collector for the main

portion of the beam. To stop plasma particles, which have much

lower energy than the beam electrons a 10 pm Ti foil (e) has

been placed just in front of the collectors. This analyzer has

been described extensively by De Haan (1981b).

The signals on the four collectors were compared with calcu-

lated predictions from multiple scattering theory. In this way

we got the average opening angle 8 of the REB and the devi.ation

from multiple scattering theory.

10. THE MAGNETIC ENERGY ANALYZER

A 180 degrees magnetic energy analyzer is a normal tool to

determine the energy distribution in a beam of electrons (Yuan,

1961). With the magnetic energy analyzer the momentum of a par-

ticle is measured, since the diameter of its circular orbit in

a homogenuous magnetic field is given by

where p = yBm c is the relativistic momentum of the electron

and B is the magnetic field strength in the analyzer. Our ana-

lyzer had a 1 mm wide inlet slit and a detection array of 20

pin diodes, placed in the magnetic field induced between two

D shaped pole shoes. The analyzer was placed 1.5m behind the

carbon collector at the end of the experiment (Fig. 1). In the

carbon collector a 3 mm hole was drilled. Electrons which were

on axis at the collector and which had a velocity parallel to
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the magnetic guiding field could reach our magnetic energy ana-

lyzer. The analyzer was extensively described by Jurgens (1977) .

The range of observable electron energies corresponding with

the positions on the pin-diode array could be varied by varying

the magnetic field in the analyzer. The minimum and maximum

electron energies which could be detected were 144 and 1272 keV.
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Chapter III
The influence of static fields on the dynamic Stark spectra

of hydrogen Balmer lines

ABSTRACT

In plasmas atomic line radiation is influenced by static

and high frequency fields. We discuss a simple method to cal-

culate the Stark profiles of the Balmer a and & lines for

the case of one-dimensional fields. Using a Holtsmark field

for the static component, the resulting profile of Balmer-a

shows a splitting of the satellites. PACS numbers: 32.60 c

and 52.70 k2 .



1. INTRODUCTION

At present interest in the Stark effect develops along two

lines. On one hand there is interest in atomic physics e.g.

Saxena and Agarwal (1979,1980), Benassi and Grecchi (1980).

On the other hand there is the possibility to use the Stark

effect as a plasma diagnostic, see e.g. Conn et al. (1972),

Rutgers and Kalfsbeek (1975), Zhuzhunasvili and Oks (1977),

Breton et al. (1980). The present work contributes to the

latter application. We treat the influence of static fields

on the dynamic Stark spectra of the hydrogen Balsssr-a and 3

lines. Dynamic fields are fields with a period short compared

to the lifetime of the atomic level under consideration,

typically 10~8 s. Rutgers and Kalfsbeek (1975) calculated

Balmer-a profiles for one static and one dynamic field at

various angles. We adopt a part of their method to study the

effect of statistical Holtsmark fields present in a plasma.

We restrict ourselves to one-dimensional fields, which has

the advantage of an analytical solution. The case of a static

Stark effect combined with Zeeman splitting has been treated

by Breton et al. (1960). We consider a plasma contained in a

weak magnetic field and neglect the Zeeman effect, energy

shift of 1C"5 eV at 1 Tesla compared to the Stark effect,

10"4 eV at 1 MV/m.

2. QUANTUM MECHANICAL FORMULATION

We assume the emitting atom to be subject to a static field

Es, and a dynamic field ED, both fields directed along the
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Fig. 1. Choice of coordinate frame used in our calculations.
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z-axis (fig. 1). Then straightforward algebra gives the

Schrödinger equation in the following form:

ill j^ c£,m, (t) = E E C"m(t) {e"+<n£1m1 | Hj, (t) |nS.m> } (1)
£ m

see e.g. Rutgers and Kalfsbeek (1975). With c"m the coeffi-

cients of expansion in |n£m>, e^ the energy associated with

the unperturbed eigenf unctions |nS,m> and the Hamiltonian H Q,

and Hjtt) the perturbation.

We now for the sake of brevity, focus our attention on the

n=2 level. The perturbation matrix in (1) can be diagonalized

with eigenfunctions *
nf j

,j)2 x = h /2 1210> + h S2 1200>

« 2 2 = h SÏ |21O> - h /2 1200>

*2,3

* 2 > 4 = |21-1> (2)

and corresponding time-dependent eigenvalues

-3 ea Q E(t), + 3 ea Q E(t), 0, 0. (3)

with e the elementary charge and a the Bohr radius.

Expressed in these orthogonal eigenfunctions the Schrödinger

equation can now be solved to give
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dn,j(t)=dn,j(O> e xP CJ -^-ÏK1 dT]

with X^ix) the eigenvalues (3) and dn .(t) the amplitude of

(2). We consider equal probability for populating all sub-

levels with same n, and do not intend to compare strengths of

lines of different n. So we can choose all d .(0) in such a
"r J

way that modulus d •(O) is one, or for convenience d„ .(O) =1.

We use the following time dependence

E = E s + E D . cos (ui . t) , (5)

with a) the electron plasma frequency. The time independent ei-

genfunctions (2) and the time dependent eigenvalues (3) total-

ly determine the evolution of a given state. As an example

we give $- .(t) explicitly.

h /2 |200> _ sin(u) . t}

* 2 , l ( t ) = {h a | 2 1 0 >
} e X P t I R e o - t " 3 e a o ( E s - t + E D - Sj

(6)

The time dependent eigenfunctions for n-3 and n=4 are obtained

completely analogous (Janssen and Granneman (1980)).

We proceed by calculating the dipole transition moments for

z and x between the eigenfunctions <j> ^. We present the total

calculation for <4>2,il
zl <t|4 \> • B v expressing <$2 x | z | §^ x>

in the eigenfunctions of the unperturbed atom we get eight

contributions of the kind <nl£'mI |z| n£.m> . Of these eight

only <200 |z| 4X0> , <210 |z| 400> and <210 \z\ 420> are not

equal to zero, as can be seen by applying the selection rules



It = + 1, Am = C. The summing of these nonzero components
,8

yields <ij>~ I z 1 0̂ , - > =-19«-j. Dipole moments containing
2 i 1 H i 1 2 "

z correspond to ir polarization, those containing x to a pola-

rization, see fig. 1. All relevant dipole moments can be found

in Janssen and Granneman (1980).

3. SUMMATION TO FORM A LINE PROFILE

To calculate the intensity profile of a spectral line, we

have to sum over all dipole moments, weighted by the ampli-

tude of the initial and final state. Furthermore, to obtain

a power spectrum we take the Fourier transform (FT). The total

intensity for say the IT polarized H. profile then iss

I (u>) =C(u>) E | FT «t>. .(t) |z| <(>, . (t)> |2 (7)

The factor C(w) arises from the fact that dipole moments are

not equal to, but only proportional to transition probabili-

ties. This factor is taken to be constant per line profile,

and can be found explicitly in Bethe and Salpeter (1957). To

evaluate (7) we wrote a FORTRAN computer program, which was

run on a CDC-Cyber 170 machine.

First runs were made using either a static or a dynamic

electric field, so as to reproduce the Schrödinger (1926) and

Blokhintsev (1933) spectra. For H-a as well as H-6 we repro-

duce the results of Schrödinger exactly.
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4. THE HOLTSMARK FIELD

The distribution of fields, present in a plasma, measured

at a neutral particle, we take from Mozer and Barranger (1961).

The calculation of spectra under influence of one dynamic field

and a static Holtsmark field is done by repeating the program

for different static fields. The result of these runs were

summed weighted by the distribution given by Mozer and Barran-

ger.

5. RESULTS

In calculating the spectra shown in figs. 2 - 5 we averaged

over a frequency interval to obtain smooth curves. Each point

in fig. 2-5 thus is the average over a frequency interval.

18 —3
At low density, n e= 1 x 10 m we see a reproduction of the

narrow Holtzmark profile at multiples of the plasma frequency

(fig. 2-3). At a higher density of n g=1.8 x 10
2 1 m~3 we see

for H-a as well as H-0 a splitting of the satellites (fig. 4-5).

The spectra become more complicated as the dynamic and static

splitting become of the same order. Maximal interference will

occur if the largest static component falls onto the first

dynamic satellite. For H-a: n e= 10 m~3, for H-S: n g= 5x 10
2 5 m~3.

In addition to the results for the parameters mentioned, in

figs. 2-5 the results for a purely dynamic field of the same

strength and frequency are given in dotted lines.

18 —3

For n e = 1x 10 m the static field with the largest pro-

bability is 1x io4 V/m. In the H-6 case (fig. 2) effects are

appreciable for E D £ E g. For H-a even at E D= 2.3 x io
5 V/m the

central peak is seven times as high as the first satellite (fig. 3)
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For n = 1.8x 10 ra the static field with maximal proba-

bility is 1.5 MV/m. In the H-g spectrum (fig. 4} we see

dips at the position of the satellites, more or less as

expected. For H-ct as well at this density we see dips (fig. 5)

6. CONCLUSIONS

Although one-dimensional, our calculations indicate that

for using the dynamic Stark effect as a plasma diagnostic

one should use rather H-B than H-ot, because of the strong cen-

tral component of H-a. Furthermore from densities of n =

1 x 10 m upwards the Holtsmark, fields have a very signifi-

cant influence on the dynamic Stark spectra of H-0.

In our calculations we used the density n e= 1.8 x 10 m

to be able to compare our calculations to the measurements

by Ramette (1977). For a dynamic field of 2 MV/m we find

satellites with the same intensity as in his measurements

(fig.4b), only shifted a little more away from the centre.

This would lead to a measured density 1.6 times lower.

Our calculations show a dip in the centre. This can be

because of our one—dimensional treatment. However by applying

a dynamic field with the ion plasma frequency and a field

strength of 30 MV/m we can fill this dip. This does not give

the structure in the central gap as measured by Ramette

(1977).

This work was performed as a part of the research program

of the association agreement EURATOM and the "Stichting voor

Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM) with financial sup-
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Chaptei TV

Observation of high frequency fields

due to the interaction of

a Relativistic Electron Beam with a plasma

ABSTRACT

Reported are measurements on the high frequency fields gene-

rated by REB-plasma interaction in the BP II experiment. Mea-

surements are done at fixed positions as well as integrated

over the length of the experiment. At fixed positions time re-

solved spectroscopy on hydrogen and helium lines was applied.

The integrated measurements were performed with a magnetic ener-

gy analyzer, which measures the energy distribution of the re-

lativistic electron beam, at the end of the experiment. Spec-

troscopie measurements of the dynamic Stark effect and forbid-

den transitions lead to hf fields with amplitudes in the order

of 1 MV/m. The interpretation of the beam energy spectra sug-

gests localized fields with fieldstrengths up to 109 V/m.

PACS numbers: 52.40 Mj, 52.35 Ra.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When a Relativistic Electron Beam is injected into a plasma,

two important things happen. First a return current is induced

in the plasma, secondly waves are excited at the plasma fre-

quency. Heating of the plasma is either by damping of the hf

waves or by ohmic heating related to the return current. The

plasma resistance necessary for return current heating is par-

tially due to high frequency turbulence. So in both heating

mechanisms high frequency fields are important.

In our experiment, BP n , we inject a REB of E = 0.8 MeV,

I. = 6 kA and pulse duration T. ~100 ns into a hydrogen plasma
18 20 —3

with n = 10 to 10 m . The plasma dimensions are 6 cm dia-

meter and 2.5 m length.

We have used two different diagnostics to observe high fre-

quency fields: spectroscopy and energy analysis of the beam.

Under the influence of hf fields spectral lines develop satel-

lites. The time resolved measurement of a line profile there-

fore gives information about the amplitude, frequency and time

history of these fields. This type of measurement is local be-

cause an area of approximately 0.1 x 10 nun is imaged on the

slit of the polychromator. The beam particles traverse the

length of the plasma column and are subject to the electric

fields present in the plasma. The time resolved measurement

of the beam energy distribution done by means of a magnetic

energy analyzer therefore also gives information on the fields.

In this case the measurement yields a mean amplitude of the

electric field.

In the companion paper1 we treat the heating of the plasma

by means of the REB. In that paper we present data obtained

with Thomson scattering, and an analyzer for the angular dis-

tribution of the REB. Since hf fields are important in plasma

heating the present paper deals with those fields.

In section 2 the experimental set-up is presented and sec-

tion 3 deals with the target plasma. In section 4 the optical

measurements and calculations on line profiles are presented.

In section 5 the measurements with the magnetic energy ana-

lyzer are presented and a tentative explanation thereof is

offered.
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Fig. 1. The experimental set-up. Sketched are the positions of the various
diagnostics. At the far left is the diode, consisting of a 2.5 cm
diameter graphite sphere at a distance of 2 cm from the anode foil.
The stainless steel return current conductor has a length of 2l>0
cm and a diameter of 12 cm. At z = 4B cm and z=192 cm are placed
the electrodes, length 10 cm, diameter 6 cm, for plasma creation.
The data obtained with the magnetic energy analyzer, and the spec-
troscopg set-up, placed at z-17 cm and z = 122 cm, are treated in
this paper. In the companion paper we dwell on measurements done
with the Thomson scattering set-up and the beam angle analyzer.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

2.1. Interaction vessel and e-beam generator

A Relativistic Electron Beam is injected into a hydrogen

plasma. The vacuum chamber, 2.5 m long and 12 cm diameter, is

embedded in a magnetic mirror field of 0.21 T and mirror ratio

1.5 (Fig. 1). The homogeneous part of the field has a length

of 2 m. The background pressure in the interaction chamber is

of the order of 10 Torr.

The beam parameters are: acceleration voltage V b~0.8 MV,

current I b~6 kA, pulse length Tfa: 50-150 ns (FWHM), current

rise time about 30 ns, beam diameter ~ 3.5 cm. The voltage pul-

se, produced by a Marx generator, is put directly onto the

diode. The cathode is a carbon sphere with diameter 2.5 cm.

The beam is injected through a titanium foil. The foil provides

the vacuum separation between the evacuated diode and the in-

teraction chamber. Foils with 18, 30 and 50 um thickness were

used. Henceforward these are referred to as thin, medium and

thick foi\s.

2.2. Plasma creation

Plasma is created by striking a discharge in hydrogen gas

of 10~ Torr between two annular cathodes with a diameter of

6 cm and the return current conductor, see Fig. 1. 9 cm dia-

meter alumina tubes protruding 5 cm on each side of the elec-

trodes prevent a short between the electrodes and the wall.

The electrodes are placed 48 and 192 cm downstream from the

anode foil.

To minimize contamination of the plasma by gas released

from the wall of the vessel, and to arrive at a high density

current free plasma, the discharge circuit is almost critical-

ly damped. The parameters of the discharge are 20 kv, 20 kA,

15 us.

Prior to measurements, the system is cleaned by 10-50 dis-

charges in vacuum. In these cases the discharge is struck in

gas released from the wall or the alumina insulators. After

10-50 of these shots the system no longer breaks down.

The plasma density at the moment of injection is varied
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by changing the delay time At between the ignition of the dis-

charge and injection of the REB.

2.3. Diagnostics applied to the BP II experiment

The data collected during the experiment are: electron tem-

perature by means of Thomson scattering, neutral and ion tem-

perature by means of spectroscopy, net current with a Rogowski

coil, the plasma perpendicular energy by means of diamagnetic

loops, the beam angular distribution by means of an angle ana-

lyzer, high frequency fields by means of spectroscopy and the

kinetic energy of the REB particles by means of a magnetic

energy analyzer. Diagnostics applied to the target plasma in-

clude the attenuation of a H° beam, Langmuir probes and the

cut off of 4 and 8 mm microwaves.

Data are recorded by three transient digitizers. By means

of delay lines and a multiplexing system these are extended

to a twelve channel data acquisition system2. Each channel has

a fixed recording time of 250 ns (128 data points). Because

of the limited number of channels and the multichannel charac-

ter of most diagnostics only one type of diagnostics was ac-

tive during a beam shot.

In this paper we concentrate on measurements of the high

frequency fields. For information about the other data we re-

fer to the companion paper1.

2.4. Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is applied at z = 17 and z = 122 cm downstream

from the anode foil. Light emitted by the plasma is analyzed

by means of a monochromator with a focal length of 1 m, an

effective aperture of f/9 and a grating of 1800 grooves/mm.

The monochromator is used as a polychromator by imaging the

outlet slit onto a 10 channel fiber array, constructed from

glass fibers with a core diameter of 40 ym. The resolving power

of the system is varied by changing the magnification of the

optics in between the outlet slit and this array. Line profiles

were recorded with- a high and a low resolution of the poly-

chromator. Low resolution means that the distance between the

axes of the glass fibers corresponds to a wavelength difference
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of 0.33 A, FWHM of one glass fiber is 0.55 A. High resolution

means that the distance cetween glass fibers corresponds to

0.14 A, FWHM of one fiber is 0.23 &. These numbers were deter-

mined with the aid of a narrow line emitted by a Neon lamp.

The width of one fiber channel is larger than the distance be-

tween two fibers, due to a close packing of the fibers. This

was done in order to use all available light. The low resolu-

tion has the advantage that the whole line shape is recorded

and that more photons are available per channel.

Each fiber channel is connected to a GaAs photomultiplier.

The output signals of the multipliers are recorded with the

aforementioned equipment. From the recorded signals spectra

are constructed. In this procedure the signals are integrated

over time intervals of 16 ns.

2.5. Magnetic Energy Analyzer

A 180° magnetic energy analyzer is a convenient tool to

determine the momentum distribution in a beam of electrons3'*.

The analyzer consists of an inlet slit, a static magnetic field,

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the electrons

and an array of detectors. The inlet slit is 1 x 10 mm . The

detector array consists of 20 pindiodes of which maximum 10 are

connected to the data recording equipment. The time resolution

of the analyzer is 3 ns 5. The B field in the analyzer is 0.04 5

T, which leads to a minimum and maximum observable electron

energy of 144 and 1272 keV. The energy resolution of each de-

tector channel, caused by the width of the inlet slit and the

dimensions of the pin diodes is 20 keV. The energy spacing be-

tween adjacent detectors is 60 keV.

The analyzer has been calibrated with a Bi radioactive

source, emitting electrons at a number of precisely known

energies6.

The analyzer was placed 1.5 m behind the carbon collector

at the end of the experiment. In the 2 cm thick carbon collec-

tor a 3 mm diameter hole was drilled. Behind the collector a

lead collimator of 5 mm diameter and 115 mm length is placed.

At the position of the analyzer the magnetic guide field has

decreased from 0.3 to 0.006 T. As a result, only electrons
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which are on axis at the collector and at that position have

a velocity vector within a cone of 1 degree with respect to

the magnetic guiding field can reach the magnetic energy ana-

lyzer.

Furthermore the amplitude of the observed signal is very

sensitive to the alignment of the magnetic field. The field

was aligned with the aid of a 1 keV DC electron beam, the sour-

ce of which was located at the position of the anode foil

(Fig. 1).

3. DETERMINATION OF THE PLASMA DENSITY

The density of the target plasma is one of our parameters.

We therefore first discuss the measurements on the plasma.

Langmuir probe measurements, done 100-250 ps after the dis-

charge, showed that in case one electrode is fired, the densi-

ty along the axis varies a factor of three from 26 cm to 98 cm

from the center of the electrode. In order to obtain a homoge-

neous plasma column two electrodes were placed at 48 and 192

cm downstream from the anode foil. The radial density profile

is found to be bell shaped with a Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM)

of 6 cm. This is equal to the diameter of the discharge elec-

trodes. Langmuir probe measurements were done during shots in

which the REB was not fired.

Besides Langmuir probes we also used the attenuation of a

8 keV H° beam7 and the cut off of 4 and 8 mm microwaves to

determine the plasma density. The neutral beam and the micro-

wave set-up were both located at z = 138 cm, with the beams

oriented perpendicular with respect to each other and the plas-

ma column. The attenuation of the H° beam and the cut off of

microwaves were used on occasions when the REB was fired.

The plasma density decays exponentially with a characteris-

tic time of 150± 50 us. This was deduced from measurements

with Langmuir probes as well as from the attenuation of the

H beam. The cut off of 8 mm microwaves, corresponding to a
19 —3

plasma density of n = 2 * 10 m generally ends 300 ± 50 us

after striking the discharge. We therefore use the formula,
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ne(At) = 1.5 x 10
2 0 exp(-At/1.5 x 10 4)m 3 , (1)

as an expression for the plasma density at a time it after

striking the discharge. The initial density in Eq.(1) is twice

the density corresponding to total ionization and dissociation

of 1 x 10 Torr H2 gas.

During discharge cleaning of the interaction chamber (see

section 11.2) , the time of cut off of the 8 mm microwaves is

about the same as for a discharge in 1 x 10~3 Torr H-. Presu-
_3 *

mably also for discharges in 1 x10 Torr H2, gas is released

from the walls. Therefore the maximum density is higher than

that corresponding to total ionization of 1 * 10 Torr H,,

i.e. n e = V x 10'
3 m .

4. SPECTROSCOPY

4.1. Introduction

High frequency fields affect the profiles of spectral lines.

When the frequency of the electric field, w, is larger than

the inverse life time, x, of the atomic level, satellites ap-

pear next to the spectral line. The distance between the sa-

tellites and the central line is a direct measure for the fre-

quency of the field. The relative" intensities of the satellites

depend on the amplitude of the electric field. The first pu-

blished calculations are by Blokhintsev8. Later this effect

has been used as a means to observe hf fields in plasmas9.

This dynamic Stark effect occurring for w > — is present in

all spectral lines, however the sensitivity to hf fields de-

pends on the exact structure of the degenerated energy levels

involved10. The Balmer B line (n = 4-*n = 2) is known to be sen-

sitive to hf fields11'12, and has the practical advantage of

being in the visible region. Therefore H- was used in this

experiment.

When a RËB is injected into a high density plasma string

oscillations are excited at the electron plasma frequency

u = (ne /eome) . Therefore the displacement of the satellites

is expected to be proportional to <o . Thus satellites will
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appear at wavelength intervals AX,

A complicating factor in the deduction of hf fields from

neutral line observations is the interference of static (co < —)

and dynamic electric fields9'10. The static fields are caused

by the presence of ions in the vicinity of the emitting atom.

The distribution of static fields in plasmas due to the non-

uniform distribution of the ions is given by Holtsmark13'1*.

In a one dimensional model we did calculations10 on the shape

of spectral lines, when the emitting atom is under influence

of both dynamic and static fields.

A different method to deduce the amplitude of hf fields is

the observation of forbidden transitions. The He I line at

6632 A corresponding to the transition 3 P-2 P can be observed

in the presence of hf fields. The intensity of this line is

compared to the intensity of the He I line at 5015 A, which

corresponds to the transition 3 P •»• 2 S. This comparison elimi-

nates the effect of the occupation of the upper level. Calcu-

lations were done by Kawasaki et al. 1 5.

4.2. Spectroscopy on the H„ line

Measurements on the HQ line were done with the low resolu-
p

tion of 0.55 A and the high resolution of 0.23 A. The low re-

solution was used to investigate the dependence of linewidths

on experimental parameters (foil thickness, plasma density).

For this purpose the most sensitive detection method is re-

quired.

The light is emitted by neutral atoms which are primarily

excited by thermal electrons. Prior to the moment of injection

and early during the REB-pulse experimental conditions are

not favorable since at these times the electron temperature

of the afterglow plasma is low and hardly any light is emit-

ted. However the electron temperature increases during the REB

pulse due to plasma heating and consequently the light inten-

sity increases in time. As will be shown in the companion
. 19 —3

paper the thin foil high density case (18 pm, n =7-10 x 10 m )
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of the measured width of the Hg line for various
shots of the REB into a hydrogen plasma, measured at z = 17 cm.
The curves denoted by T,»,A were obtained upon injection of the
REB into a plasma with density ne=7 10*9 m~^. The curves denoted
by •,+ were obtained in shots into a plasma with density n e =
2 x 1O1S aT-3. m all cases an 13 um titanium anode foil was used.
Note the significant decrease of the line width during the REB
pulse. The width after the pulse is explained iiy contributions
from temperature, density and the instrument profile. The extra
broadening during the REB pulse is attributed to high frequency
fields, excited by the REB.
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is the condition most favorable for plasma heating. In that

case the increase in the population of excited states is larg-

est and therefore, when we use the low resolution, we are able

to measure from the beginning of the REB pulse onwards.

On the other hand a distance between the central peak and

the first satellite of 0.59 A, which, according to Eq.(2),
19 —3

corresponds to a plasma density of n g = 7 * 10 m , requires

a resolution better than 0.55 A. Therefore the resolution of

0.23 A was used to observe satellites. The high resolution has

the disadvantage, that with the 10 channel system available

only one half of the H„ line can be observed.

For anode foils of 18, 30 and 50 \sm thickness and target

plasma densities ranging from 1 x io' to 1 x 10 m the full

profile of the HR line was recorded. These measurements were

done at z = 17 cm and z = 122 cm, with a resolution of 0.55 A.

In Fig. 2 the Full Width HalF Maximum of the H. line for some

shots is presented as a function of time, during and after the

REB pulse. These halfwidths contain contributions of the den-

sity, temperature, hf fields and the instrument profile of the

monochromator.

After the REB pulse is over the observed width of the spec-

tral line is 0.75 A+0.1 A. This width is due to several fac-

tors: the instrument width, AX. «0,55 A, the broadening due

to the static Stark effect, flA , and Doppler broadening, due

to temperature, AAT. Since in first approximation these effects

are independent, the observed width, AA , can be described by,

AA* = AA* + AA2. + AA* _ (3)

According to calculations published in the companion paper ,
19

the density rises from n e = 7 * 10 before the REB pulse to

n e = 1.0 x 10 m 50 ns after the REB pulse. According to Wiese11

this density results in a broadening due to the static Stark

effect of 0.4 A. This leads to a width dte to Doppler broaden-

ing of 0.3 A (+0.1, -0.3) which corresponds to a temperature

of the neutrals of 0.7 eV (-0.7, +0.4 eV). From Fig. 2 it is

seen that broadening is maximum during the REB pulse. There-

fore this excess broadening is attributed to hf fields gene-

rated by the REB.
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Fig. 3, The maximum width of the Hg line when the REB is injected into
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I*io2° m~3. The measurements were done 17 cm downstream froa the
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In Figs. 3 and 4 the maximum width in each shot (the maximum

in Fig. 2) is presented as a function of anode foil thickness

and plasma density. Fig. 3 is the result of measurements done

at z = 17 cm, Fig. 4 of measurements at z = 122 cm. The shaded

area in Figs. 3 and 4 is the width of the spectral line during

the last 100 ns of each measurement, i.e. when the REB pulse

is over (see Fig. 2). From Figs. 3 and 4 it is seen that broad-

ening is maximum for an 18 um anode foil and a plasma density

of n e = 1 x 10
2 0 m~3. This condition will be referred to as thin

foil high density case.

We now turn to the actual observation of satellites. For

the thin foil high density case we did measurements on the red

side of the Ho line at z = 122 cm with a resolution of 0.23 A.
p

If we take the average over 100 shots there is only a faint

evidence for a satellite. However in a minority of shots (30)

satellites are clearly present. We present a typical example

in Fig. 5. The first moment at which the signal emerges from

the noise occurs approximately 60 ns after the beginning of

the REB-pulse. The earliest recorded line profile in Fig. 5

is at this time. After a few time steps each of 16 ns, the

satellite disappears. The distance of the satellite from the
19 —3

central peak leads to a plasma density of n e = 7 * 10 m ,

30% lower than calculated with Eq.(1).

With a model presented elsewhere10 we performed one dimen-

sional calculations on the line shape of the H. line under

the influence of a Holtsmark distribution of static fields due

to ions1" and a dynamic field at the plasma frequency. The
19 —3

c a l c u l a t i o n s w e r e d o n e f o r a d e n s i t y n = 7 x i o m a n d f i e l d
e

*J T t ƒ ««̂  C \J *l rtstrength of the dynamic field equal to 4 M 0 V/m, 6x10 V/m

and 8» 10 V/m. The results, presented in Fig. 6, have been

convoluted to account for the width of the monochromator slit

and a neutral temperature of 0.6 eV, the average between the

upper and lower estimate of 1.1 and 0.1 eV respectively.

The light emitted by an atom under the influence of a pure

dynamic field consists of a number of spikes at wavelength

intervals AX, given by Eq.(2). These spikes get broadened due

to static fislds. Only when the static fields have the same

magnitude as the dynamic field the spectrum gets distorted9> lc,
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the red side of the Hg line profile during one REB
shot. This profile was recorded at z=122 cm, when the REB was
injected into a hydrogen plasma with density ne = 7 x 10

19 m~3.
Indicated times are with respect to the beginning of the REB pul-
se. Anode foil thickness was 18 pm. note the disappearance of the
satellite at 0.6 & towards the end of the REB pulse (t-150 ns).
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Fig. 6. Calculated profiles of the Hg line. The curves represent, from
top to bottom, calculations for hf fields of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4
MV/m. Further inputs were a plasma density of n e= 7x10^9 m"-*,
a neutral temperature of Tn = 0.6 eV and an instrument profile
of 0.23 i.
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For the calculations, presented in Fig. 6, the maximum used

dynamic field amplitude was 8 * 10 V/m. The chance for an atom

to experience a static field with a field strength larger than

8 x10 V/m is 1.7*1*. Only this small fraction of neutral atoms

will experience interference effects.

We therefore assume that for this density and field strength

the error, introduced by the one dimensionality of our calcu-

lation, is small. The ratio of the intensity of the first sa-

tellite to the central peak is a sensitive probe for the elec-

tric field (Fig. 6). From the calculations presented in Fig. 6,

one arrives at a relation between electric field amplitude and

satellite to centraJ peak intensity ratio. This relation was

used for some shots in the thin foil high density case to ob-

tain the amplitude of the hf field as a function of time. These

data are presented in Fig. 7.

4.3. Spectroscopy on helium

High frequency fields lead to the appearance of forbidden

lines. For the thin foil high density case we observed the He I

line pair 5016 A and 6632 A, in shots in which the REB was in-

jected into a helium plasma. These measurements were done at

z = 122 cm. In tig. 8 the intensities of both lines are present-

ed as a function of time. The FWHM of the duration of the for-

bidden transition is 16 ns. Moreover it occurs early in the

REB pulse (t < 60 ns). This again indicates that the largest

electric fields are present at the beginning of the pulse.

A drawback of the way in which the measurement is done is the

fact that in our experiment the intensity of the two lines can

not be recorded simultaneously. The amplitude of the hf field

is a function of the ratio of intensities of the forbidden

and allowed line15. This ratio depends strongly on the relative

timing in both measurements.

We checked the jitter by comparing the delay between the

voltage pulse on the diode, which was used as a trigger signal

for the data recording equipment, with the appearance of the

Hg signal on the multipliers. There is a jitter of 16 ns in

the appearance of the leading edge.

The ratio of intensities of the He I lines presented in
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Fig, 7. Time dependence of the field strength of the h£ electric fields
during the REB pulse. The two curves at the upper left result
from the measurement of forbidden line intensities in helium
(compare Fig. 8). The other curves result from the measurement
of satellites to the Bg line in a hydrogen plasma. The density
in all shots is n e= (7-10) x 1O

19 m'3. An 18 \tm titanium anode
foil was used and the measurements were done at z=*122 cm. The
measurement indicated with the open circles is the one presented
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8. The intensities of the He I 5016 A line and the He I 6632 A line.
The 6632 i line results from the forbidden transition 31P-*21P
The allowed line at 5016 i (31P^21S) was measured to determine
the population of the upper level, which both lines have in conmon.
The ratio of the intensities yields directly the hf electric field
amplitude, presented in Fig. 7. All measurements were done in a
helium plasma with density n e= 1» 1O^° m~3; anode foil was 18 ym
titanium/ z •> 122 cm.



Fig. 8 is 9 x 10~3 ± 25%, resp. 7 x 1O~3 ± 20%. The error takes

account of the variation of the intensity of the central peak

during a 16 ns jitter interval. From the work of Kawasaki15

a relation between the intensity ratio and the amplitude of

the hf field is obtained,

I. 1 3 0.54
E = /2x(jix 3.83 x 10 ' ) (V/m) . (4)

o

Application of this formula leads to hf fields of 1.8 to 2.7

MV/m. From the intensity ratios in Fig. 8 the electric field

history is reconstructed with the aid of Eq.(4) and plotted

in Fig. 7. The two curves in the upper left of Fig. 7 are mea-

sured in helium, the other curves are measured in hydrogen.

4.4. Discussion and conclusions concerning spectroscopy

From the measurements on the forbidden transition in helium

we see that hf fields have large amplitudes for a short period

of time at the beginning of the REB pulse. The amplitude of

those fields is about 2 MV/m. The measurement of the total width

of the Hg line (Fig. 2) gives additional evidence for the pre-

sence of hf fields with large amplitudes excited by the REB

during the first half of the beam pulse (t£60 ns). Due to lack

of sufficient number of photons at high resolution, the satel-

lites (Fig. 5) could not be measured before 60 ns. But as soon

as they are recorded they indicate a monotonie decrease of the

electric field amplitude with time. The maximum field strength

is 0.7 MV/m at tp»60 ns.

The measured displacement of the satellite with respect to

the central peak is in agreement with the relation AX = A u e/2itc,

Eq.(2), where the plasma density is obtained from Eq.(1). This

confirms the idea that very strong oscillations are excited

by the REB at the plasma frequency.

The combination in Fig. 7 of field strength obtained from

forbidden line intensities and from satellite measurements,

suggests a monotonie decrease of the electric field strength

azter the field has reached the maximum of 2 MV/m at t = 40 ns.

A similar decrease in field strength is evidenced by Fig. 2.

For several reasons one has to be cautious. First satellite
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measurements give the field of ID oscillations only. The for-

bidden lines are the result of the combined fields of oscilla-

tions at various frequencies. At the field strengths discussed

here oscillating two stream instabilities may result in strong

ion acoustic oscillations16. The ion acoustic fields contribute

to the intensity of forbidden lines. They do not contribute

to satellite intensities because of their low frequency.

Second, although high frequency plasma waves are an electron

phenomenon, one should keep in mind that the forbidden line

transitions were measured in a helium and not in a hydrogen

plasma.

The third reason is the comparison of measurements in a three

dimensional system with one dimensional calculations. It was

indicated however that the expected error is small.

Due to the small rate for charge exchange, resulting from

a cross section a„. =„ for the process H + + H° •+ H + H+, withen • €x •
0 v. = 5 x 10"'5 cm2 no conclusions for the ion temperature
en•sx•

can be drawn from the measured neutral hydrogen temperature

of 0.7 eV.

5. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE BEAM ELECTRONS

5.1. Introduction

The magnetic energy analyzer is placed 1.5 m behind the

carbon collector at the end of the experiment. Electrons which

are on axis at the end of the experiment and have a velocity

parallel to the magnetic field within 1° can reach the analyzer.
18

We did measurements with target plasma densities of 1x10 to

1 x 10 m , and used 30 and 50 vim titanium anode foils.

5.2. Measurements

The spectra are constructed from signals recorded by 8 pin-

diodes of the analyzer detector array. In the construction of

the spectra we integrate over time intervals of 16 ns.

The total current on the detectors of the magnetic energy

analyzer varies strongly from shot to shot and during each

shot. In vacuum the total current is about 0.4 mA, in plasma
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80

Pig. 9. An example of the time evolution of the energy distribution of
the SEB after a passage through a 30 vm titanium anode foil and
a plasma of density ne=2*10

19 m~3. In each picture is drawn
(full curve) the energy distribution measured in vacuum. The num-
ber in each picture gives the time in nanoseconds, elapsed since
the beginning of the beam pulse. In the spectrum obtained at
t = 112 ns a Gaussian is fitted to the distribution. This figure
and the subsequent two are the result of a time averaging over
16 ns. The energy width of each detection channel corresponds
to 20 kev.
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Fig. 10. Energy distribution of the beam electrons. The circles give the
distribution at t= 50 ns after the beginning of the SEB pulse,
upon injection of the REB into a hydrogen plasma with density
ne=7 x 1019 m~3. The full curve is a least squares fit of a
Gaussian to the measured points. The dotted line is the Gaussian
fit to the measured energy spectrum in case the beam is injected
into vacuum. Both measurements were done with a 30 ym titanium
anode foil.
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the maximum measured total current is 10% of that value. We

only examined those spectra for which the instantaneous total

current was more than 1% of the current in case the REB was

injected in vacuum. The spurious disappearance of the current

is explained by a radial displacement of the REB. This effect

was also observed with the analyzer for the angular distribu-

tion of the REB and will be discussed in the companion paper.

Early in the beam pulse (t < 50 ns) the spectra tend to be very

irregular and show a large shot to shot variation. During the

second half of the REB pulse spectra tend to relax to a Gaussian

with a width FWHM of 200-450 keV. In Fig. 9 we present the

time evolution of the energy distribution of the REB in one

shot. The REB was injected through a 30 vim titanium anode foil
19 —3

into a plasma with density n g = 2 x 10 m . The energy distri-

bution is given every 16 ns. In each picture is also presented

the energy distribution in vacuum. In this figure as in the

following two, the height of the vacuum spectrum is adjusted

to the scale of the figure. In Fig. 10 a typical late time

spectrum is presented. The full line represents the best Gaus-

sian fit to a spectrum, obtained upon injection of the REB

through a 30 urn anode foil, into a plasma with a density,
ig _3

n = 7 x 10 m . The spectrum was obtained 50 ns after the

beginning of the REB pulse. The dotted line represents the

spectrum obtained in vacuum. In Fig. 11 two spectra are pre-

sented which were obtained earlier in the beam pulse, at

t=30 ns. Fig. 11a was obtained upon injection of the REB through

a 30 um anode foil into a plasma with a density n g = 1 x 10 m~3,

Fig 11b upon injection through a 50 urn anode foil into a plasma

with density n- = 1 x 10 m . However many similar and other

types of distributions were also found at other combinations

of foil thickness and plasma density.

Because of the plateau like appearance of the spectra as

shown in Fig. 11, one is tempted to interpret them as a result

of trapping17'18. For trapping to occur hydrodynamic interac-

tion between the REB and the plasma must take place. This in-

teraction is only possible for beams with a small angular

spread17'19. For the measurement presented in Fig. 11b the

condition 6< 1/y17'29, with 8 the average opening angle of
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Fig. 11. lla (top). Energy spectrum (dots) of the beam after passage
through a plasma with density ne = 1 x 10^ nf~3, 30 ns after
the beginning of the REB. The anode foil was 30 vm titanium.
The full drawn curve represents the vacuum measurement.

lib (bottom). Energy spectrum (open circles) of the beam elec-
trons after passage through a plasma with density ne = !x 10^
m~3, 30 ns after the beginning of the REB. In this measure-
ment the REB was injected through a 50 urn titanium anode
foil. The combined effect of a lower accelerating voltage
and thicker anode foil results in a mean beam energy 130 keV
less than in the measurements presented in Figs. 9, 10, lla
(full drawn curve).

Sote in Fig. lla, as well as in Fig. lib, the appearance of a
flat spectrum and strong acceleration of beam electrons.
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the beam electron velocities and y the relativistic factor,

is not fulfilled. Therefore such an explanation is rather un-

likely. In the spectra, shown in Fig. 11, more electrons are

accelerated than decelerated. This effect can be caused by in-

teraction of the REB with a wave with a phase velocity larger

than the velocity of the REB20. These waves are formed by de-

cay of electron plasma waves into ion sound waves and plasma

waves of higher phase velocity.

No correlation between plasma density and the width of the

final Gaussian energy distribution could be deduced. The ave-

rage width FWHM was 340 + 140 keV for a 30 Mm Ti anode foil and

280 ±100 keV for a 50 ym foil. The maximum energy spread is

700 keV for a 30 pm foil and 570 keV for a 50 urn foil.

Although the magnetic energy analyzer only accepts a select-

ed fraction of the beam electrons, one is tempted to use it as

an analyzer for the beam energy loss. For five vacuum shots

we determined the beam energy as 780 ± 20 keV. The mean measured

energy in various shots in plasma, deviated less than 20 keV

from the mean energy in vacuum. The uncertainty in the primary

energy of the beam, limits the conclusions concerning energy

loss to an upper estimate of 3% in total, or 1% per meter.

5.3. Interpretation of the Gaussian spectra

For the type of spectrum, shown in Fig. 10 we offer the

following explanation. Sines the measured points can be

accounted for by a Gaussian distribution, we assume that

the spectrum is the outcome of a random walk process in

energy. Such a process can result from scattering in energy

and in direction of the beam electrons on localized density

perturbations. These density perturbations can be formed during

the decay of u waves and are referred to in literature as

solitons or strong turbulence21'22. When a beam electron loses

or gains N times an amount of energy AE this leads to a dis-

tribution P(E) ,

1 / _E
2 \

p(E) = 3 expj *-?-) , (5)

/2,(AE)
2M V2(AE)'N.
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with a FWHM of A= ïYï AE/N 2 3. In our experiment A is 340 ± 120

keV. An estimate for the number of steps can be reached as

follows. The lower limit should be 10 in order to get a quasi

Gaussian distribution, see Fig. 9. An upper estimate for N is

given by the length of the experiment, L divided by the wave-

length of the oscillations2 *,

(6)

with Ü) = /(ne2/e„m ) . Inserting n = 7 x 10 m and L = 2.5 m
pe o e e

we obtain N = 600. To explain the measurement presented inmax
Fig. 9, with A = 400 keV,we have 600^Nj>10 and therefore

6.8 x 103£AE(eV) <5.3x 104. To compare these measurements with

the spectroscopie ones, we would like to find an electric field

strength from the value of AE. This is done by dividing AE by

the characteristic length of change in the electric field.

For solitary wave structures a typical value of the length is

10 Debije lengths16'2". As we demonstrate in the companion paper1

the electron plasma temperature reaches a value of k,,T =100 eV
1 9 - 3

at a density of n e = 7x 10 m . Then the Debeije length is

X D = 5 X 1 0 ~
6 m. This leads to field strengths,

r _ AE .7.

TöT^ ' »7)

varying between 10 and 10 V/m for 600j>N^10.

6. DISCUSSION

Fig. 7 with a resumé of the spectroscopie measurements shows

hf electric fields with amplitudes up to 2 MV/m. The soliton

picture, for the interpretation of the measured energy distri-
ft 9

bution, however gives local field strengths of 10-10 V/m.

These two observations are not in contradiction with each other.

If we assume 600 solitons with a length of 5 * 10 m, dis-

tributed at random over the plasma column, then the chance

to observe one in .the plasma volume imaged on the slit of the

spectograph is only 1%. Even if such a density perturbation

would occur inside the spectroscopie observation volume, its
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effect would drown in the light emitted by the non perturbed

plasma.

The spectroscopie measurements do show that the beam excited

wave has a sufficiently large amplitude that soliton formation

can be expected. A generally accepted threshold value for the

onset of the parametric instability is 2 0' 2 5,

where k is the wave number of the primary beam excited waves,

k = co _/c, and W is the energy density in the primary waves,

i E |E. | , normalized to the plasma kinetic energy density.
1 9 - 3

For our conditions, n = 7 x 10 m and k T =100 ev and a

measvred field |E| = 106 V/m, relation (8) is fulfilled.

The total picture obtained from the measurements is: The

REB excites hf u oscillations in the plasma. This process

is most efficient at higher plasma densities, and for parallel

beams, i.e. thin foils (Fig. 2). During the REB pulse the para-

metric instability causes the energy in the plasma waves to

condens into regions of diminishing size and soliton structures

are formed. T*>e beam electrons are scattered in energy on these

solito-.is. In the companion paper we will show that the same

explanation holds for the angular scattering of the beam elec-

trons. Those measurements also led to soliton fielfl amplitudes

of E > 108 V/m.
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Chapter V

Plasma heating

by a Relativistlc Electron Beam

ABSTRACT

Reported are measurements on the interaction between a

Relativistic Electron Beam (REB) with the parameters 800 kv,

6 kA, 50-150 ns, and a plasma with a density of

n =1.0xl019 m~3- 1.0x10 m~ . The electron temperature

during and after the beam pulse was obtained by means of

Thomson scattering. Also measured was the angular distribution

of the beam electrons as a function of time and position. By

varying the angular spread of the beam it was possible to pass

from a kinetic to a quasi-hydrodynamic interaction. In both

regimes measurements are compared with the appropriate theo-

retical model. Energy transfer is largest in the quasihydro-

dgnamic regime and amounts to 1.8 x 10 J/m or l.ix lo

eV/cm . The electron temperature reaches values of 150 eV

and appears limited by the electron heat conduction along

the magnetic field.

PACS numbers: 52.40 Mj, 52.50 Gj.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Relativistic Electron Beam plasma interaction is a subject

of interest in several fields of fusion research. An example

of the direct application of a REB is plasma heating in open

ended systems1»2> 3'^ . Examples of the indirect use are the

creation of high power microwaves5, generation of beam stabi-

lized compact toroids6'7 or beam sustained tokamaks8.

At present, research on the interaction of REB's with plasma

in open ended systems takes place in Novosibirsk9, Moscow5, Prague1

Los Alamos'* and Amsterdam3'11. In Moscow the experiment is

aimed at the generation of microwaves. Here the plasma is used

to overcome the vacuum limiting current. The other four expe-

riments are devoted to plasma heating.

The characteristic features of the Los Alamos experiment

are the large value of the beam current density (0.9 MA/cm )

and an extremely small velocity scatter angle (6 = 20 mrad)*.

As a result a very large confining magnetic field (9T) is re-

quired. However, the length of the experiment is small, 20 cm,

compared to 1 to 4 metres for the other experiments. In the

Los Alamos experiment the kinetic energy of the plasma, mea-

sured with diamagnetic loops decreases rapidly with increasing

average angle 8 of the beam electron velocities. The interac-

tion length is 6 cm, the maximum beam energy loss is 5% or

240 J. The plasma electron temperature is > 300 eV.

In the Novosibirsk experiment temperatures are reached of

T = 25-35 eV. High energy tails on the electron distribution

function are measured both with 90° and 8° Thomson scattering.

Here, as in the Los Alamos experiment, the energy deposition

in the plasma was found to depend on the (initial) beam velo-

city spread. In both experiments the energy density was inferred

from diamagnetic loop measurements.

The experiment in Prague achieves a very high deposition

rate (30%)10. In that experiment the e-beam is reflected at

a virtual cathode formed at the plasn i vacuum boundary. Con-

sequently the beam makes multiple passages through the plasma.

Our experiment BP II was set up to test theoretical pre-

dictions on plasma heating. This aim led to a reasonably small

accelerator and an experiment well equiped with diagnostics3.
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In this paper we report on plasma heating, measured by means

of Thomson scattering, and on measurements of the angular dis-

tribution of the beam velocity. Also spectroscopy and energy

analysis of the beam have been performed. The results of these

latter diagnostics lead to amplitudes of high frequency elec-

tric fields excited by the beam in the order of 1 MV/m. These

measurements are discussed in the companion paper12.

The average angle ë determines the character of the inter-

action. For small values of ë the excitation of waves due to

beam plasma interaction is in the magneto hydrodynamic regime,

whereas for larger values of 9 the interaction is kinetic in

character1'13. Energy transfer from the beam to the plasma

is possible by means of the oscillating two stream instability.

In this instability high frequency (u ) waves which have small

wavenumbers, k n u /c, decay into waves, with much larger wave-

numbers. These secondary waves are absorbed by the plasma by

means of Landau damping on the tails of the plasma electron

velocity distribution1'*. To infer the type of beam-plasma in-

teraction, the quentity 5 was measured time resolved at several

axial positions.

The measurements of the electron temperature are compared

to the predictions of a 1-D computational model2»3. This model

has proved to be succesful over a large range of parameters.

It contains as energy input terms the direct energy transfer

from the REB to the plasma and resistive heating by the in-

duced return current. Turbulence is contributing to the plasma

resistivity; it is excited by the anomalous electron-ion and

electron-electron two stream instabilities. As loss terms line

radiation and Bremsstrahlung are incorporated. The model yields

the electron and ion densities and temperatures as a function

of time. The original model correctly predicted temperatures,

T e£i0 eV, found in the experiments by Hammer et al.
2 and De

Haan et al.!. In the present experiment T is an order of mag-

nitude higher and a modification of the model proved necessary.

Specifically it was found necessary to include electron heat

conduction, which strongly increases with temperature, as a

loss term. Furthermore since the effective collision frequency

is much higher than the classical collision frequency,
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Thomson scottering
Spectrograph (H.He line .widthj

i- H° .attenuation
I U mm. wave propagation

REBTT
Ir'rogowski coil

diamagnetic loops
angle analyzer
(movable.now
at Z =250 cm)
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400an

Fiy. x. A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. The diode consists
of a graphite (2.5 cm diameter) sphere at a distance of 2 cm from
the titanium anode foil. The 800 keV, 6 kA, 100 ns beam is in-
jected into a stainless steel vacuum chamber of 12 cm diameter.
Electrodes at z=*48 and 192 cm are used to create plasma,
10*9 <_n <_2 x 1020 m~3. The diagnostics (Thomson scattering, spec-
troscopy, beam angle and energy analyzer) are time resolved with
a resolution of 16 ns. In this paper we concentrate on the data
gathered with Thomson scattering and with the angle analyzer.
For data obtained with the magnetic energy analyzer and with the
spectroscopie set-up we refer to the companion paper.
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the threshold criterion for excitation of waves (i.e. Singhaus

criterion15) has been modified.

We also injected the REB into a helium plasma. In that case

we performed spectroscopy on the He II 4686 A line. These mea-

surements yield an upper limit for the temperature of the ions.

In those measurements the same spectroscopie set-sup was used

as in the companion paper12.

The experimental set-up is described in section 2 and the

measurements are presented in section 3. The theoretical model

and computations are presented in the sections 4 and 5. Final-

ly in section 6 the results are discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

2.1. Plasma creation and beam generator

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The interaction chamber is 2.5 m long and has a diameter of

12 cm. The interaction chamber is embedded in a magnetic mirror

field of 0,21 T with a mirror ratio of 1.5. The homogeneous

part of the field has a length of 2 m. The background pressure

in the interaction chamber is of the order of 10~ Torr. Plas-

ma is created by striking a discharge between two annular elec-

trodes and the wall. The electrodes are placed 48 and 192 cm

downstream from the anode foil. Experiments were done in a

hydrogen plasma with density (1-10) x 10 m . Diagnostics

applied to the target plasma were the attenuation of a neutral

hydrogen beam and the cut off of 4 and 8 mm microwaves.

The parameters of the REB are: acceleration voltage

V b~0.8 MV, current Ifa ~ 6 kA, pulse length Tb: 50-150 ns (FWHM).

The current rise time is about 30 ns, the beam diameter is

3.5 cm. The voltage pulse, produced by a Marx generator is

put directly onto the diode. The cathode is a carbon sphere

with diameter 2.5 cm. The beam is injected through a titanium

foil. This foil prevents shortening of the diode by the plas-

ma in the interaction chamber. Foils with 18, 30 and 50 ym

thickness were used. Henceforward these are referred to as

thin, medium and thick foils.
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to scope / T r=0.5mm

ké>=0.2mm

5mm

Fig. 2. The analyzer for the angular distribution of the beam.
a - Annular collectors, numbered 1 to 4.
b - Insulation, containing a grounded copper foil.
c - Stainless steel flange,
d - Pertinax insulation.
e - 10 yra titanium foil to stop plasma particles,
f - 1 mm'thick tantalum plate.
g - Carbon collector,
h - Grounded copper housing.
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2.2. Thomson scattering

A 10 J, 20 ns Ruby laser, with a beam divergence of 1 mrad

is used. The laser beam is focussed to a spot of 0.3 mm on

the axis of the plasma. The spectrum of the scattered light

is analyzed by means of a monochromator, with a focal length

of 1 m, an effective aperture of f/9 and a grating with 600

grooves/mm. The exit slit of the monochromator has been replaced

by a fiber array of 20x20 1 mm diameter plastic fibers. These

fibers are connected in an ordered fashion to 10 GaAs photo-

multipliers.

The monochromator and photomultipliers are placed outside

the concrete walls surrounding the experiment, in order to eli-

minate X-ray generated ghost signals induced in the fiber op-

tics or photomultipliers. Moreover the photomultipliers are

surrounded by boxes of mu-metal (1 mm), copper (1 mm) and lead

(1 cm) respectively to shield them from all electromagnetic radia-

tion generated by the REB. The mounting of monochromator and

multipliers outside the concrete wall results in a 2 m long

light return path. The relative aperture of the optics in the

return path is f/9 everywhere, with the exception of the first

lens system nearest to the experiment where it is f/4.5. This

conversion is obtained by trading off angular versus linear

magnification.

The stray light contribution from the vessel is equivalent
19 —3

to a density of n e = 2 * 10 m . Since the stray light is not

shifted in wavelength, the detection limit is caused by con-

tinuum radiation from the plasma and is equivalent to
18 —3

n e = 5 x i 0 m . Because of the stray light, the signal from

the multiplier at zero wavelength shift is not used in deter-

mining the electron temperature and density.

2.3. Analyzer for the angular spread of the REB

The device, shown in Fig. 2 is aligned along the magnetic

axis of the plasma chamber. The beam electrons enter the ana-

lyzer through a small hole at the left hand side and are col-

lected on the circular electrodes 1 to 4. The four collectors

cover the angular ranges 60.4°-54.7°, 54.7°-37.0°, 37.0° - 19.2°

and 19.2° - 0° respectively.
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The collectors (a) are made of 1 mm thick copper. They are

separated from each other by two layers of paper, impregnated

with Araldite (b). Crosstalk between adjacent electrodes was

suppressed by a grounded copper foil in between those two lay-

ers of paper. The package of collectors, insulation sheets and

copper foils was glued and pressed together before fabricating

the cone of four collectors. All the copper foils are direct-

ly connected to the 3.0 cm long grounded copper cylinder (h),

in which the device is mounted. The collectors are connected

to connectors at the backplate of the container by short copper

wires.

Fig. 2 furthermore shows a stainless steel flange (c), per-

tinax insulation between flange and collectors (d), a tantalum

plate (f), sufficiently thick (1 mm) to stop all beam electrons,

and a graphite plate (g), serving as the collector for the main

portion of the beam. To stop plasma particles, which have much

lower energy than the beam electrons a 10 iim Ti foil (e) has

been placed just in front of the collectors. This analyzer has

been described extensively by De Haan16.

The signals on the four collectors were compared with cal-

culated predictions from multiple scattering theory17»18. This

yields the average angle 9 and the deviation from the theore-

tical distribution in a least squares sense. Moreover the sum

of the currents on the four collectors yields the current den-

sity.

Altho-igh the analyzer is small compared to the beam cyclo-

tron wavelength, A c e = 6c/vce it is large compared to the beam

diameter. It stops the total beam. Therefore the length of

the interaction regior. is limited to the distance between the

anode foil and the analyzer. With all other diagnostics the

full length of the chamber, i.e. 2.5 m, is used.

3. MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Introduction

Measurements are reported of the electron temperature deter-

mined from Thomson scattering during and after the beam pulse
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Fig. 3. Electron temperatures, measured with Thomson scattering during
and after injection of the REB into a high density plasmaf

l9 3ne= (7+3) x
g y p f

m~3. In these measurements an 18 vm anode foil
was used. Each point represents a different shot of the REB. The
curves are the predictions by a theoretical model which includes
dissipation of high frequency waves, generated according to a
MHD model. The dissipation is stopped after 30 ns. Further energy
input is by return current heating, during the full 100 ns of
the beam. The main energy loss term is electron heat conduction
along the magnetic field. Curves are plotted (top to bottom)
for ne = 5,7,10x 10*9 m~^. The dotted line represents the case in
which only return current heating is present.



at z = 122 cm, and of the mean angular spread of the beam velo-

city obtained with the angle analyzer at z = 66 cm and at z =

250 cm. These two types of diagnostics were used on separate

shots. The REB was also injected into a helium plasma a number

of times. In these cases we measured the temperature of the

He ions by spectroscopie means.

We use the delay At between striking the discharge and in-

jecting the REB as a measure for the plasma density. As is dis-

cussed in the companion paper12 the decay of the afterglow

plasma is described by ne(m"
3) =1,5» 10 2 0 exp(-At(us)/150).

An initial survey of plasma heating, measured with diamag-

netic loops19 promised the most interesting results at
19 —3n =(1-10) x 10 m . Therefore we concentrate on that density

interval in this paper.

3.2. Electron temperature

In Figs.3-6 data obtained with Thomson scattering are pre-

sented. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 represent the data obtained upon in-
19 —3

jection of the REB into a plasma with density n e = 7x 10 m .

The anode foils were 18, 30 and 50 ym titanium. The conditions

for these measurements will henceforward be referred to as the

thin, intermediate and thick foil, high density case. In Fig.

6a-c we present the data obtained, upon injection of the REB

into a plasma with density of n e = 2 x 10 m . This condition

will be referred to as the low density case. Each point in

the Figs. 3-6 represents a different shot of the REB.

3.3. Angular distribution function of the REB

In Figs. 7-to we present data obtained with the angle ana-

lyzer. In Fig. 7a-c the current density is plotted as well as

the average angle and the deviation of the distribution from

the one predicted by multiple scattering theory17. The data

in Fig. 7 were obtained with the analyzer placed at z = 66 cm,

for the thin foil high density case. The current density is

found by summation of the currents on the four collectors of

the analyzer (Fig. 2). The average angle 8 is obtained by com-

paring the normalized angular distribution with the predictions

by multiple scattering theory. The deviation A is given by.
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Fig. 4. Election temperatures measured with Thomson scattering during
and after the beam pulse. These temperatures are the result of
injecting the REB through a 30 yia anode foil into a plasma of
density » - (7*3) xio19 m~3.
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Fig. 5. Electron temperatures measured with Thomson scattering upon in-
jection of the REB into a plasma with density n e= (7+3) x 10^ m~*,
through a 50 vm Ti-anode foil. The fill curve is the prediction
by a theoretical model. In this case t^e model included only re-
turn current heating and electron heat conduction along the mag-
netic field. The dashed curve represents the electron temperature
predicted by Hammer's model, Bq.(12), now also including the high
frequency wave dissipation term, possible for the kinetic regime
of REB-plasma interaction. In this case the equilibrium tempera-
ture is 237 eV, which is reached at t = 70 ns.
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Fig. 6. Electron temperatures measured with Thomson scattering when the
REB was injected into a low density plasma, ne = 2x 10

19 m~3.
The figures are obtained for (top to bottom) anode foils of 18,
30 and 50 tun thickness.
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Fig. 7. Tie current density (j), mean angle of the velocities of the
beam electrons (fj), and the deviation of the angular distribution
function from the prediction by multiple scattering theory .
These reduced quantities are presented for three shots of the'
REB through an 18 um titanium foil into a plasma with density
ne=7*10*9 m~3. The analyzer was placed at z = 66 cm. The dotted
line in Fig. 7b represents the average angle 8 for injection of
the REB into vacuum. Ths spurious decrease of the current in one
measurement (o) at t* 40 ns is connected with an overall motion
of the REB. Roughly speaking A decreases, with an increase in
6 during the rise of the beam pulse (up to 40 ns).
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Fig. 8. The mean angle of the velocity vector of the beam electrons in
case the REB is injected through an 18 vm foil. Each trace is
the average over three shots. Fig. 8a and 8b are the results for
injection into a plasma with density n e = 2 x i o

i 9 m~3, Fig. 8c
and 8d for injection into a plasma with density ne= 7 x lo

19 m"3.
Fig. 8a and 8c were obtained with the analyzer placed at z = 66 cm.
Fig. 8c and 8d were obtained with the analyzer placed at z = 250 cm.
The dotted line in all figures represents the condition B = l/y.
The full curve represents the condition tm/nb-0.15. Note that
for ne = 7 x 10^ m~3 the mean angle increases between 20 and 40 ns
after the beginning of the REB.
At z - 250 cm the analyzer is placed in the throat of the magnetic
field. Along the axis_B increases from 0.2 T to 0.3 T (see Fig. 1).
Hence the mean angle S increases. Now the criteria B $ 1/y and
hn/nb \ 0.15 correspond to different lines in the diagrams for
the values measured at z = 66 en and z = 250 cm respectively.
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Fig. 9. The mean angle of the beam electrons for measurements with an
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and the dotted line with %'X/y.
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Fig. 10. The mean angle of the beam electrons for measurements with an
anode foil of SO vm thickness. The conditions are stated in the
figures, The horizontal straight line corresponds with An/nb = 0.15
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6 = / S 4<I - I . > 2 / Z4 I . , (1)
i=1 x % s i = 1 x

with I, the current measured on collector i, and IJ the cur-
1 xms

rent expected on collector i according to multiple scattering

theory. In Fig. 7b also is plotted the average angle measured

in case the beam is injected through a thin foil into vacuum.

In Fig. 7c the deviation A decreases from 30% to 10% during

the rise of the beam current. This behaviour is typical for

all measurements. In vacuum the deviation from multiple scat-

tering theory is only 2-5%18.

In Figs. 8-10 is presented the average angle of the beam

for injection into a plasma with high and low density, measured

at z = 66 cm and 250 cm. Fig. 8 is for thin, 9 foi medium and

10 for thick anode foils. The curves presented in Figs. 8-10

are averaged over 3-6 shots. In Figs. 8c and d an increase of

the average angle between 20 and 40 ns can be seen, whereafter

it reaches a more or less constant value of 6=35°. In vacuum

in the thin foil case the average angle is 18°, for medium

and thick foils it is 20° and 24°. The decrease of 8 during

the rise of the beam pulse (t£20 ns) as seen in most figures

is also observed in vacuum in the thick foil case, when the

analyzer was placed at the end of the experiment. In this case

the average angle decreases from 45° to 28°.

3.4. Ion and neutral temperature

The temperature of the neutral atoms and ions is determined

by spectroscopie means, 'fhe Balmer-a line is not sensitive to

broadening by electric fields, i.e. Stark broadening20. The

width of this line is governed by Doppler broadening. Measure-

ments of the line width result in a H° temperature of 1.5 ev

± 1 eV. No dependence on plasma density or foil thickness could

be inferred from the measurements.

To gain some insight in the ion temperature the REB was

fired into a helium plasma. The light intensity in this case

was just sufficient for a measurement. Therefore helium could

not be used as a tracer in a hydrogen plasma.

For the He II 4846 A line the broadening can not exclusively
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be attributed to the Doppler effect2 *. If we neglect other

broadening effects like pressure and Stark broadening, the

upper limit for the helium ion temperature is 4 eV.

4. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The model2'3 calculates the densities and the temperatures

of the plasma components e, H^, H2 and H and of atomic hydro-

gen, H°, for the case that a plasma is heated by a relativistic

electron beam. The induced plasma current is calculated self

consistently2 2.

First the energy transfer from the beam to the plasma is

by ohmic dissipation of the plasma current. Both classical

and anomalous resistivity are taken into account. Second, the

energy is transferred from the beam to the plasma by dissipa-

tion of the high frequency, large amplitude waves of the two-

stream instability. The beam plasma interaction leading to these

waves is either treated on a Quasi Hydrodynamic basis1 or on

a kinetic one11*.

All relevant cross sections for dissociation and ionization

of hydrogen (H°, H,, H~, Ht) and charge exchange between H +

and H are included3. Bremsstrahlung and line radiation are

taken as loss terms. For line radiation only the Lyman a, $

and Y transitions are taken into account. Considering heat

conduction losses, we note that the plasma is effectively mag-

netized, m>_ T_ >> 1, where u„„ is the electron cyclotron f re-

quency and T e the electron-electron collision time. Therefore

the only contribution to plasma energy loss comes from the

electron heat conduction parallel to the magnetic field2 3. Con-

sequently, when we neglect the heat conduction perpendicular

to the field, the differential equation for heat conduction

losses becomes23.

JL 3/2 n kT --L K»
 e

3t J /" n e K e 8z Ke Tz~

where,
7.3

(2)

(3)
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k: Boltzmann constant, n e: electron density, Te: electron tem-

perature. All formulae are in mks-A units. Following the treat-

ment by Chu and Johnson2* equation (2) is reduced to a differ-

ential equation in time, for the temperature at the mid plane,

of the plasma column, T(o),

3T(o) _ K'

•= 8 t L 2

where,
2<ï 6"(o)

(5)

3/2 n. (4)

2<e 6"(o)

3n(o)L'

L is the half length of the plasma column, and 8"(o) is the

second derivative of the spatial part of the temperature pro-

file at the mid plane. 8"(o) is determined by the choice of

density profile. The choice of a constant density or a constant

pressure profile gives rise to a negligible difference2*. In

the model we use a constant pressure profile.

If we take all different contributions together, the differ-

entia1 equation for the electron temperature becomes,

3 3/2 n e

3t nej
.2

e j p + atomic physics terms, (6)

where P is the direct energy transfer from beam to plasma

by high frequency waves,

"cl 'ia
(7)

n is the plasma resistivity due to high frequency turbulen-

n e n is thec e " , n . is the classical Spitzer resistivity25,

resistivity due to electron neutral collisions, v, is the drift

velocity associated with the induced plasma current, c is

the ion acoustic velocity, n. is the resistivity due to ion-

acoustic turbulence.

Kalfsbeek26 discusses four possible processes for the satu-

ration of the ion acoustic turbulence. These are: Non Linear

Landau damping27, ion resonance broadening28, electron cyclo-

tron effects and electron trapping26'29. The lowest of these

four saturation levels has been used to determine the resis-

tivity due to ion-acoustic turbulence.
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In the original version of the model2 the high frequency

interaction and the related anomalous electron resistivity

are moderated by a factor exP(~'Jmin/Jfc,) )
 i n which.

4.8X10"53 n 3 / 2 In A

and j b the beam current density. The factor cuts off the ano-

malous resistivity and direct energy transfer from beam to

plasma as soon as j . > j b . It is a formulation equivalent

to the "Singhaus criterion"15.

<- (*)* vG;) 2 (̂
with e = 2.7,

Y : the relativistic factor,

n^ : beam density and

n : plasma density .

The criterion (9) requires the growth rate for the electron-

electron two stream instability in the kinetic theory to be

larger than the rate of damping due to classical collisions.

In our version of the model we use the total collision fre-

quency vgf£ to evaluate the Singhaus criterion. It includes

classical as well as turbulent collisions. The value of v

is obtained from the calculated resistivity2 5 according to,

veff = i£ ne ne •

There is the problem that one of the constituents of r, viz.

n e e also contains the moderating factor. The use of n to

evaluate the Singhaus criterion would therefore give rise to

a loop in the computer code. To avoid recursive programming

we leave the moderating factor out of the expression for n e e

when we calculate the stabilizing current and we verify a pos-

teriori that this is correct.

In case the interaction between REB and plasma is in the

kinetic regime the growth rate of the high frequency waves is

given by,
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6
upe

The dissipation of high frequency waves, as given by Hammer2,

kT
f e x p ( - ( j / j ) 3 )

reaches the value ,

c kT
P =6.4x10

5-fexp(-(Jmin/Jb)
J) , (12)

ne

The criteria for occurrence of a kir.etic interaction, as given

by Thode1, are,

— < 0.15 and 8 > 1/Y , (13)
nb

where £"• is the fraction of the beam electrons which, in the
nb

presence of angular scattering can be considered monoenergetic.
According to Thode1,

. exP(e
2/ë2)F(6 /ÏÏ)

^ = 1 ^ > (14)
nb

with,
, x -

Fix) =exp(-x'!) ƒ explt^Jdt , (15)
o

and
1 / nVï \ 1 /^ •> / n w \ 2/3

6=1.0-0.5 Y Uf-) -0.75 Y " M Ö ^ - ) • (16)B. (j

In case the interaction between the REB and the plasma is

in the Quasi Hydrodynamic (QHD) regime, the dissipation of

high frequency waves amounts to.

where S is the so-called strength parameter. S= B y(nh/2n ) ,

with B = v/c. The growth rate of the QHD high frequency waves

is.

j. . q. n..V iV Q,f a .
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The criteria for QHD interaction as given by Thode1 are,

ë<1/Y or ^-Xf.15. (19)
~~ nb

In the QHD model, we also include a threshold value, of

the type e xP<~ (Jmij/ib' > E o r t h e high frequency wave inter-

action and for the electron-electron two stream resistivity.

Due to the larger growth rate of the QHD instability this fac-

tor is of no consequence. Moreover it has been demonstrated

by Thode30 that in the QHD case collisions are of no importance

in a plasma with density ne<*10 ra~ .

5. COMPUTATIONS

5.1. Conditions and limitations

In our experiment only the electron temperature proved to

be sensitive to changes in beam properties and initial plasma

density. Therefore we concentrate on the electron temperature,

when we compare measurements with predictions by the model.

As was shown in section 4 the type of high frequency inter-

action depends on the mean beam velocity angle Ö and on (n, /n ),

Eq.(13,19). The mean velocity angle of the beam is not compu-

ted. In other words there is no feedback from the plasma to

the beam in the model. Therefore the type of interaction and

its duration have to be determined externally. In the Figs.

8-10 the horizontal straight lines represent the relation -"• =
_ b

= 0.15, the dotted lines represent the relation 9= 1/y.

In the thin foil high density case (Fig. 8c-d) the criterion

— > 0.15 is satisfied over the full length of the experiment
b
for the first 30 ns. To allow a comparison of computational

results with measured values of T the QHD high frequency in-

teraction (see Eq.(18)) is switched off after 30 ns in the com-

putations. Since the thick foil high density measurements are

done under the conditions £"• < 0.15 and 9 > 1 h we compare these
"b

with calculations performed with a kinetic expression for the
high frequency interaction Eq.(12).
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Fig. 11. Energy balance for a beam plasma system in the QHD regime.
Input terms are high frequency wave dissipation and return cur-
rent heating. The plasma resistance leading to return current
heating contains contributions from hf wave turbulence, ion
acoustic turbulence and classical collisions.
Loss terms are electron heat conduction, line radiation and
ionization losses.
The full lines show what happens when the high frequency wave
dissipation is switched off at t = 30 ns. The dotted continuation
of the two uppermost lines shows what happens when the high fre-
quency wave dissipation is retained in the calculations.
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5 . 2 . Input parametors Jn thp c;ornp_ut/it lotus

In all computations prosonlod Iti Ihin paper the input para-

meters of the plasma arc n(ll°) - (.1-8) • 101 '* m"3, n(II*) 5 ' 1016

m"3, n(H+) = (5-10) * 10 1 9 m~J, n(H2) - ') « 10
1H in" !, and kTo --

= kT(H ) = 1 eV. Various densities of ll° and II have been taken

under the condition thai n(H ) +n(II ) -constant. The beam para-

meters are: e folding rise and fall time of the beam pulse

1 = 10 ns, pulse duration i. = 100 ns, maximum beam current den-

sity j. =6 MA/m and interaction length 2.5 m.

To study the importance of the uncertainty in the actual

density in the experiment, the initial H density in the com-
19 —3putations was varied from 5 to 10x10 m

5.3. Electron temperature

Temperatures calculated with the high frequency interaction

term according to Thode1 (Eq.(17)) are plotted in Fig. 3. In

those calculations the hf wave dissipation was switched off

after 30 ns. This was done because of the measured increase

in the average beam velocity angle shown in Fig. 8. We will

elaborate on this point in section 6.

In case the system is in the kinetic regime, the high fre-

quency wave dissipation is taken according to Hammer7, Eg.(12).

Then the electron temperature reaches a maximum of 270 éV.

The calculated electron temperature is presented in Fig. 5,

because for the conditions under which the measurements pre-

sented in Fig. 5 were done, An/n. < 0.15 and fl> 1/y (Fig. 10c,d) .

Also in Fig. 5 is plotted the electron temperature, resulting

from a run in which the hf wave dissipation was absent. In that

run however hf waves still contribute to plasma heating through

the anomalous resistivity term n

5.4. Energy balance

The various terms contributing to the energy balance for

the QHD interaction1 are presented in Fig. 11. The energy ba-

lance for the case no hf wave dissipation is present is pre-

sented in Fig. 12. Fig. 11 is related to the electron tempe-

rature plotted in Fig. 3, Fig. 12 to the electron temperature
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Fig. 12. Energy balance for a beam plasma system without high frequency
wave dissipation.
In the absence of high frequency wave dissipation the energy
input is by means of friction felt by the return current. The
plasma resistivity is due to hf wave turbulence, ion acoustic
turbulence and classical collisions.
Loss terms are electron heat conduction and ionization losses.
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given by the full curve in Fig. 5. In Fig. 12 the dip in the

high frequency wave turbulence input term at t = 30 ns is a

consequence of the Singhaus criterion.

It is seen from Fig. 12 that at the end of the beam pulse

the loss due to electron heat conduction does not yet balance

the input from high frequency wave turbulence. In this case

a longer pulse would have led to a higher temperature. In Fig.

11 the effect of switching off the high frequency wave dissi-

pation at t = 30 ns can be seen. The dotted lines show that the

temperature would have been slightly higher in case of prolong-

ed hf wave dissipation. When the hf wave dissipation is kept

on for the full beam pulse T is 150 eV.
e,max

It has been verified for the QHD case that the neutral den-

sity does not have a strong influence on the calculated tem-
18

perature. An increase of the n(H2) density from 9 * 10 to

6x10 m led to a drop in electron temperature, calculated

at t = 30 ns from 120 eV to 104 eV.

5.5. Currents in the plasma

The model selfconsistently calculates the return current

induced by the REB. When the initial electron temperature is

changed from 1 to 5 eV in calculations with a QHD high fre-

quency interaction the degree of current compensation, during

the last 80 ns of the beam pulse changes from 66 to 83%. With

conditions like in Fig. 3, the measured current compensation

is 90-95%.

The difference in current compensation in those two runs

originates from the first 20 ns and is attributed to the de-

pendence of the ion acoustic turbulence on the electron tem-

perature.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Applicability of the model

The two types of hf wave dissipation, represented by Eq.

(12) and Eq.(17), both have their own domain of validity. The

kinetic regime, represented by Eq.(12) requires — < 0 . 1 5 and
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X^e
foil > ^

18 pro

30 pm

50 urn

2 x 1 0
1 9 m - 3

— , z dependent
nb

8 > 1/Y, Z dependent

— , z dependent
nb

6, z dependent

— , z dependent
nb

ë> 1/Y

7* io19 m"3

n^>0.15
b } QHD
ë< 1/Y

— , z dependent
nb

8 > 1/Y, Z dependent

£i<0.15
B J kinetic
e> 1/Y

Table 1. Values of — and 6 at the beginning of the REB pulse,
— ~ — njj

over the full length of the experiment.
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6 > 1/Y. The Quasi Hydrodynamic regime requires — > 0.15 or
_ nb

e < 1/Y. The equality 6 = 1/Y is represented in the Figs. 8-10

by the dotted line, the equality ^2- =0.15 by the full drawn

line in the same figures. In Table 1 we present a summary

of Figs. 8-10. Only for the thin foil high density case, during

the first 30 ns of the REB pulse, the condition — > 0.15 is
_ "b

satisfied, and at the same time 9 M 1/Y. Because only one of

the two conditions has to be satisfied for QHD interaction we

compare measurements done in the thin foil high density case

with predictions by the QHD model.
The conditions for kinetic interaction are ^ < 0.15 and

_ "b
6 > 1/Y. These conditions are both satisfied at all times over

the full length of the experiment for the thick foil high den-

sity case. Therefore computations with a kinetic model for hf

wave dissipation, Eq-(12) are compared to measurements in the

thick foil high density case.

6.2. Comparison of the measured and calculated electron

temperature

The calculated electron temperature in the kinetic regime,

corresponding to the thick foil high density cac-p is plotted

in Fig. 5. The upper curve is the result of recum current

heating plus hf wave dissipation according to Eq.(12). The

lower curve is the result of return current heating alone.

The measurements in Fig. 5 do not support the formula for

hf wave dissipation Eq.(12). In Fig. 12 the energy balance

for the case of no direct hf wave dissipation is presented.

In this figure is included the hf wave turbulence contribution

to return current heating. This turbulence is related to a con-

densation of hf waves into solitons. Experimental evidence for

the presence of turbulence is the observed large angular scat-

tering and the broadening of the energy spectrum of the beam

electrons (companion paper).

From the work of Bapadopoulos* * it is seen that the hf wave

dissipation is on suprathermal electrons. We did not observe

those by Thomson scattering. However a fraction of those elec-

trons as small as 10 would account for the dissipation. Such

a small fraction could not be observed in the present experiment.
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The temperatures measured with Thomson scattering are of the

same order of magnitude as those deduced from diamagnetic loop

measurements, which again points to the absence of suprathermal

tails on the electron velocity distribution. Moreover the exis-

tence of strong u waves in this case is not supported by

spectroscopie measurements12. For these reasons Eq.(12) appa-

rently overestimates the hf wave dissipation in the kinetic

regime.

The situation is totally different for the thin foil high

density case. This case corresponds to a QHD description. In

Fig. 3 the measured electron temperature for the thin foil high

density case is compared with predictions of the model. In the

computed results presented in Fig. 3 the hf wave dissipation

was according to Eq.(17). In Fig. 11 is presented the corres-

ponding energy balance, in the computations the hf wave dis-

sipation was switched off after 30 ns. This is in accordance with

the measured increase in ë, Fig. 8, which according to Eq.(14)

results in a decrease of ="• from 0.19 to 0.15. Further it is
"b

in accordance with the observed decay of the level of hf waves12.

Since pulsed experiments at the power level at which we operate

tend to have a will of their own31'there is an enormous shot

to shot variation in measured temperatures. It should be noted,

however, that ths individual points have an accuracy within

10%.

Because of the uncertainty of the density in the experiment,
19

we did computer runs with n_ (t=o) varying from (5-10) x 10
-3

m . Fig. 3 shows that a lower density leads to a higher tem-

perature, as would be expected within the model. There is no

reason to assume that the plasma density is appreciably differ-

ent from the range of values dealt with in Fig. 3.

To stress the importance cf hf wave dissipation for plasma

heating we give in Fig. 3 also the results of a computer run

in which the hf wave dissipation was switched off (dotted line).

The maximum temperature is a factor 2-3 lower than in case

of hf wave dissipation included. Since many data points lie

above the dashed curve, the conclusion that hf wave dissipa-

tion is present, is justified. We mention that the observation

of satellites to the H. line12 demonstrates that hf waves are
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actually present. A further confirmation of the QHD theory is

that the plasma cools down when the beam no longer satisfies

the requirement — >0.15. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where at
nb

t= 100 ns the maximum measured temperature is lower than at

t = 20 or 50 ns.

We now turn to the measurements done in low density plasmas.

For the medium and thick foil low density case the z dependence

of 8 is so large that we did not attempt to compare theory and

measurements.

In the thin foil low density case the condition for QHD in-

teraction, =2>0.15 is satisfied during the last part of the
"b

beam pulse over the full length of the experiment. The maximum

measured temperature is 45 eV (Fig. 4), whereas the computer

code for QHD interaction yields 200 eV. The temperature mea-

surement suggests the absence of QHD interaction, though the

condition ^ > 0 . 1 5 is satisfied.

In conclusion we state that for the thin foil low density

case there is such a large discrepancy between predictions

by the QHD theory and the measurements that, either the con-

ditions are not strict enough, or the dependence on the plasma

density is not as given in Eq.(17), Although on the basis of

the present experiment no choice can be made, we are in favor

of a different formulation of the conditions. In an earlier

model Ferch and Sudan13 gave the criterion 6 £ 1/y as solely

responsible for the division between QHD and kinetic theory.

If we relax this condition to 6 £ (1+a)-, with a a small posi-

tive number then all cases in this paper are correctly clas-

sified. Only for the first 30 ns in the thin foil high density

case. Fig. 8c,d, our experiment can be described by the QHD

theory. In all other cases we must apply the kinetic descrip-

tion.

6.3. The ion temperature

The energy transfer to ions is by means of ion acoustic

turbulence, the level of which is inversely proportional to

the square root of- the ion mass. A measured upper estimate

for the temperature of He of 4 eV leads to an upper estimate

for the temperature of H of 8 eV. The computed ion temperature
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reaches a value of 4 eV at the end of the beam pulse, for cal-

culations with high frequency wave dissipation absent. It reaches

a maximum of 7.5 eV at t = 50 ns in case the high frequency in-

teraction is taken to be Quasi Hydrodynamic. So the calculated

ion temperatures are consistent with the measured ones. The

measured as well as the computed ion temperature is not sen-

sitive to the parameters ë and (ne/nb).

6.4. Angular scattering of the beam

Sudan reports a relation between the electric field strength,

E, in a soliton, or local density perturbation and the angular

scattering of relativistic electrons,

(20)

with T D the time needed for angle scattering over one radian.

When our experiment is operated in the kinetic domain, the beam

scatters over 20° on its way from the anode foil to the end

of the experiment (Figs. 8-10). The time associated with this

scattering is the time the beam needs to travel down the in-

teraction chamber L/Sc cos 8 = 8» 10 sec. Thus the time for
—8

scattering over one radian is 7 x 10 sec. When we insert

n = 7 x 10 1 9 m~3 and T = 3 X 1 0 5 K I» 30 eV) in Eq. (20) we arrivee e -j

at an electric field strength of E = 8 x 10 V/m. We also arrived

at this value in the companion paper12, when we interpreted

the energy scattering of the REB, measured with the magnetic

energy analyzer. We consider the agreement in field strengths,

obtained with 'two different types of diagnostics, as strong

evidence for the presence in our experiment of solitary wave

structures.
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Summary

This thesis is devoted to the interaction of a Relativistic

Electron Beam (REB) with a plasma. The goal of the experiment

described herein was to study in detail the mechanism of ener-

gy transfer from the beam to the plasma. The beam particles

had an energy of 800 keV, a current of 6 kA, a diameter of 3

cm and an adjustable pulse length of 50-150 ns. This beam was

injected into cold hydrogen and helium plasmas with densities

ranging from 10 to 10 m~ .

Chapter I relates the position of the Amsterdam BP-II expe-

riment to the other REB experiments.

Chapter II deals with the technical aspects of the experi-

ment. In this chapter is described the experiment proper, plas-

ma creation and injection of the REB as well as the ensemble

of diagnostic techniques used to study the interaction. Special

emphasis is laid on the use of spectroscopie techniques, both

passive and active. To study the temperature of neutral hydro-

gen atoms or singly charged helium ions, as well as to observe

high frequency fields, a polychromator with nanosecond time

resolution was constructed. To measure the temperature of the

plasma electrons a Thomson scattering set-up was built.

The determination of high frequency fields by means of spec-

troscopy is carried out by the observation of satellites, which

develop on the wings of the H~ line, i.e. the transitions n = 4

to n = 2 . In Chapter III one dimensional calculations on the

form of these spectra under influence of both static and dy-

namic fields are presented.

In Chapter IV are presented measurements on the hf fields

excited by REB-plasma interaction. These measurements consist

on one hand of optical line profiles and on the other hand

of the energy spectra of the beam electrons. From the spec-

troscopie measurements a high frequency wave with an amplitude

over 1 MV/m is deduced. This wave is excited during the first

30 ns of the REB, whereafter it decays.

The measurement of the energy of the beam electrons, after

they have passed through the plasma column is restricted to
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those electrons which have a velocity nearly parallel to the

magnetic field and are on axis at the end of the experiment.

The energy spectra of these electrons defy interpretation du-

ring the first part of the beam pulse. But since their shape

during the last part of the beam pulse becomes Gaussian, the

spectra at that time can be interpreted as the outcome of a

chance process in which electrons gain or lose a number of times

an amount of energy of the order of 10 keV. The conclusion of

Chapter IV is that during the first 30 ns of the beam pulse

hf waves with amplitudes over 1 MV/m are excited. Subsequently

these waves condense into localized density perturbations, with
o

associated field strengths over 10 V/m. It is on these loca-

lized density perturbations that the beam scatters strongly

in energy as well as in angle.

Finally Chapter V is devoted to plasma heating. In the BP-II

experiment electron temperatures of 100 eV (« 10 K) were

achieved. The heating is effected during the first 30 ns of

the beam pulse, whereafter it stops. The end of the heating

phase is due to an increase in the mean angle of the REB. The

dominating heating mechanism is damping of high-frequency waves

on the tails of the energy distribution of the plasma electrons.

Under the conditions most favourable for plasma heating this

process is an order of magnitude more important than resistive

heating due to damping of the beam induced plasma current.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt de verhitting van een plasma door

middel van een Relativistische Elektronen Bundel (REB) behan-

deld. Het doel van het experiment was het in detail bestuderen

van het mechanisme waardoor energie van de bundel aan het plas-

ma wordt overgedragen. De bundel had een energie van 800 keV,

de stroom was 6 kA, de bundel diameter was 3 cm en de pulsduur

is gevarieerd tussen 50 en 150 nanosecondes. Deze bundel werd

geïnjecteerd in waterstof en helium plasma's met een dichtheid

van 10 1 8 tot 10 2 0 m"3.

In Hoofdstuk I worden de verschillen en overeenkomsten

met enige recente experimenten in het zelfde veld behandeld.

Hoofdstuk II is gewijd aan de technische aspecten van het

experiment. In dit hoofdstuk wordt het eigenlijke experiment

beschreven, zowel als de diagnostiek, die gebruikt is om de

bundel plasma interactie te bestuderen. Spectroscopie, zowel

actief als passief wordt uitgebreid behandeld. Om de tempera-

tuur van neutrale waterstof atomen en enkelvoudig geladen he-

lium ionen te meten en voor het bepalen van de amplitude en

frequentie van hoogfrequent velden werd een spectrograaf met

nanoseconde tijdsoplossing geconstrueerd. Voor het meten van

de elektronen temperatuur werd een Thomson verstrooiings op-

stelling gebouwd.

De bepaling van hoogfrequent velden met behulp van spectros-

copie maakt gebruik van de H. lijn (n = 4 -en = 2) . In Hoofdstuk

III presenteren we berekeningen in êën dimensie aan de struc-

tuur van de H„ lijn onder invloed van gecombineerde statische

en dynamische elektrische velden.

In Hoofdstuk IV presenteren we metingen van de hoogfrequent

velden, die worden opgewekt door de interactie van een REB met

plasma. Deze metingen bestaan enerzijds uit spectroscopie en

anderzijds uit metingen van het energie spectrum van de bun-

del elektronen nadat deze door het plasma heen zijn gegaan.

Uit de spectroscopische metingen volgt een hoogfrequent veld

met een amplitude in de orde van 1 MV/m. Deze golf wordt ge-
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durende de eerste 30 ns van de bundel aangeslagen, waarna hij

uitdempt.

De meting van energie van de bundelelektronen is beperkt

tot die elektronen, die zich aan het eind van het interactie-

vat op de as bevinden en waarvan de snelheids vector binnen 1°

parallel is aan de as. Gedurende het eerste deel van de bundel-

puls vertonen de energie spectra van de bundelelektrcnen grote

variaties van schot tot schot. Aan het eind van de bundelpuls

echter wordt de vorm van deze spectra een normaal verdeling.

Deze normasl verdeling is het gevolg van een kansproces waar-

bij een elektron een aantal malen een hoeveelheid energie wint

of verliest. De conclusie van Hoofdstuk IV is dat hoogfrequent

golven met amplitudes in de orde van 1 MV/m worden aangeslagen

gedurende de eerste 30 ns van de bundelpuls, waarna deze gol-

ven condenseren tot locale dichtheidsverstoringen met veldsterk-
g

ten in de orde van 10 V/m. Aan deze locale dichtheidsversto-

ringen wordt de bundel zowel in energie als in hoek verstrooid.

Tenslotte wordt in Hoofdstuk V de plasmaverhitting behan-

deld. In het BP-II experiment werden temperaturen bereikt van

100 eV (ra 10 K). De verhitting vindt plaats gedurende de eer-

ste 30 ns van de bundelpuls. Het stoppen van de energie over-

dracht van de bundel naar het plasma is het gevolg van een

toename van de hoekspreiding van de bundel. Het belangrijkste

verhittings mechanisme is dissipatie van hoogfrequent golven

op de staart van de energie verdeling van de plasma elektronen.

Onder de gunstigste condities voor plasma verhitting is dit

proces een orde van grootte belangrijker dan verhitting ten

gevolge van demping van de door de bundel opgewekte plasma-

stroom.
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Nawoord

Dit proefschrift is het resultaat van de inspanning van veel

mensen, waarvan ik zonder anderen tekort te willen doen hier

graag een aantal zou willen bedanken. Allereerst mijn promotor

Prof.dr. J. Kistemaker, onder wiens onorthodoxe leiding ik van-

af mijn uiterst informele sollicitatie tot op de dag van van-

daag prettig heb kunnen werken. Mijn tweede promotor Prof.dr.

J. Los ben ik dankbaar voor de verlenging van mijn contract

waardoor Hoofdstuk IV in dit proefschrift is kunnen worden tot

wat het is.

Henk Hopman die als co-promotor optreedt heeft dankzij z'n

grote kennis van plasma instabiliteiten de stoot gegeven tot

een totaal beeld van het BP-II experiment. Zonder de stamina

en de vooruitziende blik van Ernst Granneman had wellicht de

hele machine nooit tegelijk gewerkt. Henk Timmer en Ton Vijf-

tigschild hebben beiden aan BP-II hun eigen zorgenkind gehad.

Ton kan onderhand "single handed" een digitizer in elkaar knut-

selen en Henk zou zo een bedrijfje in Marx generatoren kunnen

beginnen. Natuurlijk zijn er dan nog m'n maatjes bij het ex-

perimenteren, Peter de Haan van wie ik BP-II geërfd heb en

Jos Bonnie die zijn steentjes met name aan de Thomson verstrooi-

ingsopstelling heeft bijgedragen.

Nanoseconde precisie van de metingen is mogelijk geworden

door het kastje en programma van Jan Fokkema, waar hij nog

jaren na z'n afscheid service aan bleef verlenen. De dichtheid

van het "target plasma" werd gemeten en naar hete neutralen

werd gezocht met een opstelling van Peter Massmann en Thijs

Bolhuis.

Zoals een goed experiment betaamt gaf ook BP-II z'n gehei-

men bij voorkeur in de avonduren prijs. In die tijd heeft Henk

TiMer altijd de Marx bediend en hebben Eelke Algra en Simon

NieMan zorg gedragen voor de bepaling van de plasmadichtheid.

Onze gasten uit Moskou hebben mij keer op keer versteld

doen staan, hoe je door slim te zijn vrijwel zonder spullen

resultaat kunt boeken. In het improviseren, gebaseerd op een
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grondige kennis van elektriciteits theorie, toonde zowel Tolja

Shkvarunets als Vladimir Krementsov zich een expert.

Buiten de mensen met wie ik gedurende kortere of langere

tijd intensief heb samengewerkt zijn er op het lab talloze

mensen die de nodige randvoorwaarden voor welk experiment dan

ook hebben verwezenlijkt. Om bij de basis te beginnen; de huis-

houdelijke dienst heeft met verve gevochten tegen de tweede

hoofdwet, hierbij in de rug gedekt door Prof. Kistemaker. In

de persoon van Corrie Weernink bedank ik hen daarvoor.

In de instrument makerij is er bijna niemand die niet iets

voor BP-II heeft vervaardigd. Speciaal Rinaldo Schrijver wil

ik bedanken voor het omzeilen van de overigens voortreffelijke

centrale planning van Ton Neuteboom.

Voor het elektronica lab moet het einde van BP-II een bron

van vreugde geweest zijn, gezien de algemene kreet "wat is er

nu weer stuk", die gebruikelijk bij mijn binnenkomst geslaakt

werd. Niettemin werden opgeblazen kastjes snel gerepareerd.

Het vacuümlab verleende enerzijds eerste hulp bij lekken

en maakte anderzijds met. verve gebruik van z'n externe con-

tacten.

Het datalab, voor mij gepersonifieerd in Ben Okhuysen, heeft,

omdat BP-II geautomatiseerd was, een cruciale rol gespeeld in

het gelijktijdig laten werken van alle kastjes.

Op de tekenkamer was BP-II het kind van Herman Ficke, die,

geoefend in de omgang met promovendi, van mijn krabbels steeds

weer werkbare tekeningen vervaardigde.

Achter de schermen werkten secretariaat, administratie en

magazijn. Het boekje zoals u het nu voor u heeft werd getypt

door Anneke Smit en gedrukt door Henk Sodenkamp. De omslag

werd vervaardigd door Karin Opstelten.


